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ART: BURN IT DOWN
Blooming Goddess  (EFFIGY) 
Artist: Mun 
This year’s effigy is our Blooming Goddess, standing tall and looking over the POrtalBurn. Mythical, majestic, and 
strong, she sets to ignite the crowd as a magical and mystical gift to enlighten your burning experience. 

The Temple of Aetherios  (TEMPLE) 
Artists: Atlas and Vorpalians 
Last year, we the Wizards and Witches, Warlocks and Magi of Vorpal Blaze together with all those who came with 
us through the POrtal slew the monstrous Jabberwock! Too late we realized that the mighty Jabberwock was a key 
part of the natural cycle, corrupted as it was by the machinations of the evil Red Queen. We knew we had to make 
this right. We knew we had to bring the Jabberwock back. And not only bring it back, but cleanse its spirit so that it 
could once again take its place in the natural order. So we got to work: poring through ancient tomes, holding 
fierce debates and conducting arcane experiments. And now we have a plan: We shall build the Aetheric Temple! 
It shall be a place of light and music, wonder and community. We will build musical instruments into the structure 
and weave fairy lights across it. It will be a place for people to gather and play, reflect and meditate. And at the 
heart of the Aetheric Temple we will place the Egg of the Jabberwock. The music and laughter of the POrtal goers 
will cleanse the spirit of the Jabberwock. The poems and wishes the people write on the Temple walls will restore 
its noble purpose. And when we light the sacred fire and the flame of the burning temple frees the Jabberwock 
from its shell it will be reborn like a phoenix and the natural cycle shall be restored! 

Burning Sensationalism 
Artist:Pixy 
A Burning Art Piece: By embracing the subtlety of our senses, we reclaim agency over our experience, forging 
genuine connections that transcend the superficiality of sensationalism. My effigy stands as a testament to the 
power of quietude in a world clamoring for attention, reminding us that true connection lies not in the loudness of 
our voices, but in the gentle whispers of our senses. 

Fiasco Zone  
Artist: djfuture86 
A Heart drops, wings spread, run on now and take every chance. Ya only live once, why wallflower, baby, it’s time 
to fucking dance! Call a rose a flower each one pretty, yet not the same. Style jackers say “de nada”, but, I’m the 
wind beneath their wings. Mistook silence for compliance, but I know why the caged bird sings. Many have tried, 
but failed to clip these energetic wings. Get on the ground, down low and dirty, rolling in the deep, spirits spiral up 
from the underground, where the dark hearts silently weep. Then getting high, we’re slow to rise, the price a 
pauper pays is steep. Time rewinds, from busy mouths, pulled names of victims hung heavy like crushed dreams. 
Just uncloak the faces of the faithless and have a gaze upon TRUE grief. We’re in the fiasco zone, as one but 
alone, fail as many times as there’s a need. Bird brains may squawk their petty judgments, even through beaks 
chock full of seeds. But cackles from gilded cages, love, can’t be heard atop lofty trees. May the daggers align with 
each evil eye and blind every last subservient pleeb. <3 - LePrix 

PPPlinko 
Artist: Loaf 
Prancing Pony's Practical Plinko Of Preposterous Predicaments and Prosperity. Come on down! 
A fortune in fabulous prizes, refreshment and participation will go to all if they choose to follow fortune at the 
Prancing Pony. Remember to spay and neuter your pets, and yourself if you’re so inclined! (Not a service offered 
by the PP bar or it's Staph) 
"They named it Plinko because that goes plink plink plink plink okay some of our people drink and that's how they 
come up with these names" -Bob Barker 

Sticks & Domes Will Break My Drones 
Artist: Quentin 
Another improvisation with Sticks. Some playful characters from the mind of Quentin. Designed to burn. 



ART: ON THE HILL
Alien Love Call 
Artist: Toomas Toomepuu 
Intergalactic resonating beacon connecting worlds and 
peoples.  

Apocalypse Bead Feats 
Artist: Hiplomat and No 
Congratulations on surviving the apocalypse! Managing 
the wholesale collapse of the world economy just got a bit 
easier thanks to Apocalypse Bead Feats, the world’s 
second fungible radical bead gifting game. Grab an 
investment tin at the Bank of the Apocalypse, shake your 
social assets, and cultivate growth in feats that benefit the 
whole community. Take a bead/leave a bead at 
conveniently located ATMs. Gift beads for feats of body, 
mind, funny, kind, or any other feat you find. 

Astral Harbor 
Artist: Alice MacDonald 
A glowing point in the distance 

The Bent Carrot 
Artist: Saint 
The Bent Carrot. You've heard about it. You've suffered 
through the ads. Now come enjoy it as a theme camp 
with multiple Bunny and Go-Go art pieces. Slightly bent, 
but it still works, and it makes people happy, kind of like 
our favorite burn with our own angle on approaching life 
and happiness. Come visit the Bent Carrot to see the 
giant driveable bunny! Take a spin on the movable 
stripper pole, which you might spot at different places 
during the burn, depending on where it's needed. If you're 
mobility challenged, come visit to see what Saint has in 
the motorpool to help you get around. Signage and art will 
be on display to help you find your way to the Bent 
Carrot. Look for the orange, take a turn at the bend and 
you'll find us! 

Between 2 Worldz! 
Artist: Ryan the Runner 
Between 2 Worldz is a temple for grief. A place to honor 
lost loved ones. Leave a message for a lost loved one to 
be burned in the Temple on Sunday. Furs to sit on and 
spend time with the spirits. Paint a uv reactive cockroach 

🪳 to take with you;)  

Boom! Ding! 
Artist: Mun 
PVC xylophone and tuned desk bells. Play music in the 
key of C 

Chapel of Reflection 
Artist: Sheck 
Enter the chapel and answer the prompts. Take time to 
reflect. 

Danger Gator! 
Artist: Bunny  
Danger! There's gators down there!! 

The Devil’s Lemonade Stand 
Artist: Ms. Julie 
Has everything felt soul crushing lately? Do you feel 

sometimes like you’ve sold your soul to the devil? Right 
now, hell has a half-acre and we’re fund raising to 
purchase more. Visit us at our lemonade stand to help 
offset the rising cost of eternal damnation by pledging 
whatever part of your soul you have left (has inflation not 

impacted everything lately?) It’s a weekend filled with sin 
and we’re here to capitalize on it. 

Don’t Panic Sailor 
Artist: Saint 

Dragon Lair 
Artist: NittyGritty 

The Eye 
Artist: Lumina 

‘The Eye’ is an eye-shaped interactive light sculpture that 
is activated by festival participants giving them a platform 
to express themselves creatively. 

Flower Portal on the Grass 
Artist: Acadia  
Take a load off and recline on the hill with the POrtal sign, 
a fragrant floral bouquet of giant letters that *probably* 
smells like plastic and adhesive. Smell it for yourself (or 
not). Take pictures of yourself, take pictures of your 
friends (with their consent), or admire the sign from the 
deck of The Burrow or from the comfort of a flotation 
device in the lake. 

Glory Hold My Hand 
Artist: Katie Landis 
An interactive installation art piece that invites participants 
to engage in an anonymous, tactile exchange, fostering a 
unique connection without visual or verbal 
communication. 

Go-go a-go-go 
Artist: Saint  
Driveable/moveable stripper pole to move to 
areas/camps in need 



 
 
I Survive on PB&J 
Artist: Dragon 
I Survive on PB&J' presents a whimsical two-seater 
remote-controlled art car shaped like a peanut butter and 
jelly sandwich. Roaming the burn, it offers free rides and 
sporadically distributes PB&J sandwiches, promoting 
unexpected interactions and nourishment for weary 
participants. CONTAINS NUTS 
 

Interactive Glow Gallery and Laser Art 
Lounge 
Artists: Mistress Ridiculous and Knucklesworth 
Get lost in the glow of art. This interactive gallery features 
UV reactive fine art that glows long into the night even 
when the lights are off. Bring a blankie and lay beneath 
luminescent ceiling sails and enjoy the feeling of floating 
through the cosmos. This year's installation is expanding 
to include an interactive laser art lounge where burners 
can draw, write, and make temporary doodles on canvas 
with UV laser pens. Come bask in the glow of art and 
experience the dance of light across the canvas. 
 

It's a Trap 
Artist: Steve Landis 
A life-sized wooden mousetrap with a painted Instagram 
symbol in the center to represent the cheese. The dead 
Man was caught by the Instagram cheese as a meta 
statement about culture and Burning Man. I believe 
Instagram is a cancer on, and what is wrong with, part of 
the ongoing Burning Man culture. I recognize that 
Instagram and other social media will not disappear (one 
can hope!) or modify on its own, but the purpose of art is 
to enlighten the participant and highlight potential flaws. 
Cacaphony and absurdity is the root of Burning man. 
Things that degrade the culture should be pointed out and 
ridiculed. The death of the Man, as a proxy for Instagram 
models, embodies It's a Trap. Going for Instagram fame 
seems like a good idea, but in the end it results in the 
culture's death. 

 
Kisspresso 
Artist: Postmaster 
Turns out we have been drinking coffee wrong....all these 
years! Want to learn the science of ingesting caffeine? 
Then visit kisspresso. It’s all science based. Please don't 
cheapen it by calling it a kissing booth. This is learning, 
this is kisspresso. 
 

Letting Go Labyrinth 
Artist: Sunshine 
The project way to bring your troubles, pain, and grief 
through the labyrinth. Folx can bring in a stone to 
represent something that has been an emotional or 
mental weight they're carrying. The representing stone is 
to be honored and be left in the middle of the labyrinth 
with stones for others. Travel back out of the labyrinth will 
be the wishes, hopes and commitments to oneself having 

let go of whatever that stone represented.  It will be made 
with flying tape and landscaping staples. There will be 
two bowls with stones and instructions. On both will be at 
the entrance. The other bowl will be for stones left in the 
middle. 

 
MoKiMo Portals III 
Artist: Laura Katz Rizzo 
These mobile kinetic modular art objects are made from 
fallen branches bound together with ropes. Their structure 
reflects both an abstract and literal consideration of non-
Euclidian, organic development, growth, and balance. 
The portals are made using minimal tools, no electricity, 
and manifest creative architectural forms inspired by 
natural structures and processes like dendritic branching, 
neural networks, and mycelium.The portals are site 
responsive and meant to integrate with rather than 
dominate the landscape. 
 

Noisy Bullshit on the Road 
Artist: fArt and Kelly 
The horns are back in town…you heard them before, new 
and improved for 2024!! See what all the fuss is about 
and make all the noise you want. Stop by anytime.  

 
Oooooh it lights up too 
Artist: Kimmy D. 
Light up steel wire sculptures covered in fabric and lit 
internally with LEDs. Originally designed and created by 
Xiaoyi Chen who is from the premier lantern making city. 
She gracefully allowed me to reuse repair and reinvent 
her artworks for public presentation. Works have been 
reconfigured and reused in keeping with the traditional 
designs. Originally lantern designs were made from 
bamboo and silk and rice paper. 
 

Paint by Burners 
Artist: Dominic Wasson 
Large canvas with a piece of my art and the inside of 
sectioned off like paint by numbers along with paint and 
brushes so different people can paint different sections 

 
Phosphorescent Forest 
Artist: Candace Carson Hoffmann 
Enchanted paintings and critters in UV reflective paint. 

 
POrtal Bunny a Go-Go 
Artist: Saint 
A rolling giant rabbit with new power to move further 
and show up in more places. He may be carrying a 
giant “bent carrot” as a backpack 

 
 
 
 



POrtal Puzzle 
Artist: Sammi 
Create your own piece to the POrtal Puzzle! I’m trying to 
create a visual representation of us burners coming 
together every year. We are all different and amazing in 
our own ways and I want to see what people feel that 
looks like on a canvas. They don’t have to look like puzzle 
pieces as the canvases fit together perfectly already but if 
that is the desire please do so! If the artwork that is 
created is something you would like to take you can but 
we encourage you to leave them behind as we will be 
putting them together in one big final piece for year 2024 
POrtalBurn! 

Professor Willie’s 1960s Liquid Light Show 
Artist: Professor Willie 
Professor Willie’s 1960s liquid light show is similar to the 
backdrops used by ‘60s psychedelic bands, such as 
Jefferson Airplane and Pink Floyd. Liquid light shows 
were an integral part of the ‘60s psychedelic music scene. 
Professor Willie’s multimedia event includes projected 
slides, videos, laser patterns (even though lasers weren’t 
available in the sixties), and most importantly, organic 
and orgasmic patterns produced using liquid dyes and 
colored oils. Tune in and turn on to the psychedelic 
imagery and music of the ‘60s! 

Professor Willie’s Cock-cophony Pendulum 
Artist: Professor Willie 
Come by during the daytime hours and give Professor 
Willie’s phallic pendulum a gentle push and produce a 
cacophony of noise! (Active daily until 10:00PM) 

Queer Temple 
Artist: Phoenix Fire 
Step into the Queer Temple, a unique sanctuary that 
celebrates the diversity and vibrancy of queer life. This 
exhibition is not just a display of art; it's an immersive 
experience where each tapestry tells a story. These 
pieces, born from Phoenix Fire's photographs of the 
queer community, have been transformed into stunning, 
stained-glass-like images on fabric, reclaiming the 
presence of queer folks in sacred art such as stained 
glass. The Queer Temple is more than a gallery; it's a 
space where personal journeys and community narratives 
converge, challenging the often limiting views of queer 
and transgender lives. As you explore this rich tapestry of 
resilience, beauty, and complexity, you're invited to 
reflect, connect, and perhaps discover new insights into 
identity, community, spirituality, and queerness. Join us in 
celebrating this vibrant mosaic of experiences, a 
testament to the ever-evolving and sacred essence of the 
queer community. 

Slashn' Fashion 
Artist: Gwendelyn Daniels 
Folks come to Cosmic Lounge and meet with me to learn 
how to modify and transform exsisting free costume and 

clothing pieces to better suit and fit the Moment✨ I have 

experience with this in other venues for several years 
now. I use scissors and binding methods to perform a 
range of modifications and transformations. The project is 
designed for Immediacy, Inclusion, Ecology and Radical 

Self Expression💜💜💜💜 

The Smell Machine 
Artist: Nataraj 
The Smell Machine is a Victorian steampunk/mad 
scientist - inspired interactive installation that allows 
participants to go on olfactory adventures of your 
choosing, and will be open daily! 

SyBull 
Artist: Mike Kelly 

TelePOrtal 
Artist: Megabyte 
Lazy burners rejoice! Ever want to get a message up the 
hill, but don't want to walk ALL THE WAY UP IT? No cell 
phones, telepathy or carrier pigeons required. Introducing 
TelePOrtal! TelePOrtal is a state-of-the-ART tin can 
telecommunications network for you to deliver messages 
to friends, strangers and fellow cravers of communication. 

Tensegrity 
Artist: Bunny 
We all feel tense sometimes. But what if your 
tension was in perfect equilibrium? 

Terranexus 
Artists: Atlas and Fern 
Rumors tell tales of a lost city, a highly advanced 
civilization, wiped out by a global catastrophe thousands 
of years ago. Artifacts and structures were left behind for 
all to wonder about their origin or function, but no one has 
solved the mystery. Or have we?! Some say they've seen 
something strange floating by with bright lights 
speculating about aliens, others talk about a crazy 
scientist who creates weird things and to just ignore the 
phenomenon, and kids say they hung out with Atlas... A 
being from the lost city who showed them magical 
wonders. But none of these could be... Right? Will you 
see the phenomenon? What will you do? 



 
 
Virtual Reality Playground 
Artist: Paris Dunst 
Explore worlds you can only imagine, and interact with 
them in ways you could only dream. From drawing with 
light and paint in the open space right in front of you, sky 
diving down mountains in a wing suit or testing your 
agility in sword fights against super human knight are just 
a few of the adventures waiting to be had. Virtual Reality 
provides endless fun and brings immersive, engaging and 
creative collaborative fun. 

 
The Visitor 
Artists: Vibe Killer and Space Burrito 
Out of the vast and wondrous depths of the cosmos, 
something - or someone - has traveled eons to meet us 
here, on Hummingbird Hill. An emissary of the farthest 
stars, it’s here with an important message - if we can 
figure out how to talk to it. Don’t be nervous, it’s nice, we 
checked. Though our mysterious interstellar guest did not 
need a body until it arrived, when it got here it constructed 
one out of the first plentiful material it found. You might be 
surprised when you find out what it chose. Swing by 
during the day to learn and take a close look at this 
intriguing construct. Come back at night to try your hand 
at communication, on The Visitor's terms. 
 

Welcome Home Clown 
Artist: Saint 

 
A Woodland Wonder: Spellbound Spores & 
Fantastical Fungi 
Artist: Zoë Fowler 
Have you ever wondered what it felt like to be a small 
fairy sitting under the shade of a mushroom? Wonder no 
more, and join me beneath these fantastical fungi to be 
spellbound among the spores, take in the mysteries of the 
mushrooms, and reflect on the mycelial network that 
surrounds and connects us all. 



THEME CAMPS…… 
 

Anam Cara 
DJ, dancefloor, workshop space (just sign up on the 
whiteboard), movies every night, coffee, treats and 
midnight specialty shots. Home of the Dragon Portal. 
 

Authentic Simplicity 
Ya'll ever drive past one dem places...kinda got a look 
about it...you know the type... on the edge of town, junk 
cars, burn barrels, bloomers on the line. They us. After 
poachin' POrtal placement fer a bit nah, we done got 
squatter's rights!! Let this here in print be the notice of our 
claim, ya'll aint getting rid of us! Come on down, down 
home, where us simple folks are just a whistlin' an' a 
grinnin' - we live here now. 
 

Bank of the Apocalypse 
The Bank of the Apocalypse is the distribution center for 
Apocalypse Bead Feats, the radical bead gifting game 
that puts a wealth of social value at your finger tips. Get 
an investment tin, pick a biome and take part in our 
mutual aid funds. From hot commodities to securities 
blankets, we have it all. Consult a Teller to diversify your 
portfolio. Join the World Tour to assess the health of our 
5 conveniently located biomes ATMs. How will you invest 
in others? Bead Pluribus unum! 
 

BAR 
Shitty dive bar 
 

The Bent Carrot 
The Bent Carrot will be the location for:  
1) the return of POrtalBunny-a-Go-Go - rolling giant 
rabbit, with new power to move further and show up in 
more places. He may be carrying a giant "bent carrot" as 
a backpack.  
2) Go-Go a-go-go - drivable/movable stripper pole to 
move to areas/camps in need  
3) multiple mobility devices (scooters and power 
wheelchairs) to help serve mobility-impaired burners  
4) an iconic giant Bent Carrot to help people locate the 
camp for participative fun 
 
The Bent Carrot will be honoring this year's theme around 
rabbits; and we all know that they like carrots, even bent 
ones. 
 

Blue Intensity 
Blue. Lots of it. Intensely. In Tent City. We have lots of big 
feelings. So do you. You can bring them to us. And we'll 
give you coffee (or decaf or hot cocoa). And a 
(consensual) hug. <3 
 

Booty Camp 
Weeee're Baaack!! Crackerjack's Booty Camp made its 
debut in 2014. To celebrate the 10-year anniversary of 
that excellent decision, we're coming back for one 
fantastic reunion of the original Booty Campers. 

Come on by and let us touch your butt. No matter your 
preferences, we have something for every booty! 
And you definitely don't want to miss the Booty Pageant! 
We're bringing that back too!!  
We hate to see you go, butt we love to watch you walk 
away. XOXO 
 

Bubbles for Breakfast 
Your local watering hole for breakfast-time Prosecco 
cocktails and bubbles! Whether you are just starting the 
day or about to crash after partying all night, we accept all 
degenerates alike! Bask in booze for breakfast because 
there is never a bad time for bubbles! 
 

Burn Haven 
Burn Haven is the Altered Rangers base camp. The calm 
in the storm. We are the storyteller camp. Share stories 
around the fire pit. Your tallest tale, your greatest 
conquest, your joys; share them with us and welcome to 
The Haven. 
 

Camp Bison 
Kids are everywhere! Especially in the land where the 
Buffalo roam! So, let's round up all the little doggies and 
let them be kids and play! There will be a trading post so 
bring your best bargaining voice. All sorts of yard and 
board games. Art & crafts! Magic show and card tricks! 
Song share and story time! A safe place to fire spin. 
 

Camp Get Bent 
Camp Get Bent is a collection of assorted weirdos and 
oddballs. Come spend time in the cuddle puddle or grab a 
drink at the bar. Spin the wheel of destiny and change 
your fate. 
 

Camp Zoo 
Welcome to Camp Zoo! We focus on bringing out the wild 
animal in burners like you. There will be chill vibes, a Tat-
Zoo Parlor (temporary tattoos of your spirit animal of 
choice), and ROARING music & light synced 
performances. Camp Zoo is the home of all your safari 
adventures. 
 

Circle Jerks 
From Saturn's rings to the cells in our bodies, Circles are 
everything, everywhere, all at once. You are welcome into 
our Circle to twirl a hoop, march to the beat of your own 
drum, enjoy sci-fi themed cocktails at our Space Bar, and 
dance the night away to music **with actual lyrics**. Even 
though we're Jerks, we promise to be nice! 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Classy Alley 
Wandering through the twisting streets of a classic city, 
you stumble onto a small and seemingly unimpressive 
street. But this is no ordinary road. It is an alley to 
nowhere...and everywhere. At first glance it may appear 
dark and dank, but look a bit closer and you will find the 
wonders that only hidden alleyways can offer, unique 
food, music, drinks, and surprisingly unforgettable 
memories. Stumble into the classiest alley in town and 
experience the beautiful secrets of POrtalBurn's own back 
streets.  
 

ClusterPhuck 
Bringing y'all the best bad ideas for over a decade. Home 
of Procrastination & Cheese: bring us your uneaten 
cheese on Sunday and we'll eat it for you! 
 

Coffee and Contemplation 
Stop by in the mornings for some fresh French press 
coffee and contemplative dialogue or just for some peace, 
quiet and shade to start your day. 
 

Cosmic Barred Sanctuary 
The Cosmic Barred Sanctuary is pleased to provide a 
relaxing, cozy comforting oasis amidst the beautiful chaos 
magic. 
 

Cosmic Lounge 
The Cosmic Lounge invites Burners to embark on a 
journey through a realm where imagination knows no 
bounds and every moment is an adventure waiting to 
unfold.  
We offer a sanctuary for self-expression, connection, and 
pure enjoyment. 
Our dance floor, adorned with swirling lights and pulsating 
with electrifying energy, beckons you to surrender to the 
rhythm of the universe. Each night our lineup of renowned 
DJs spins an eclectic mix of beats ensuring that every 
soul finds their cosmic groove.  
For those who prefer to spectate, our burlesque show is a 
celebration of the human form in all its diversity and 
beauty. From classic acts that pay homage to the golden 
age of burlesque to avant-garde performances that push 
the boundaries of the art form, our lineup of performers 
promises to dazzle and delight audiences of all 
persuasions.  
The famed Variety Show shines as the crown jewel of 
entertainment. It's a vibrant tapestry of talent where 
seasoned performers and newcomers alike come 
together to share their gifts. Each act brings its own 
unique flavor and energy, ensuring that no two 
performances are ever the same. 
But the fun doesn't stop there—theme parties, contests, 
and a myriad of other activities ensure that there's 
something for everyone at the Cosmic Lounge. Whether 

seeking thrills, laughter, or simply a moment of pure joy, 
Burners are invited to immerse themselves in the cosmic 
wonders that await within our sanctuary. Come connect 
with us, we can't wait to meet you. 
 

CROW'S NEST 
Crow's Nest is a retro-enthusiastic, garbage-future 
themed collective embracing post-consumer culture with 
mad-maxian, anarchistic vibe and a touch of pessimistic 
positivity. 

 
Daisy Camp 
Drop by Daisy Camp for some great tunes and spirits. Try 
a pickleback with whiskey chased by the pickle juice of 
your choice. Or try a beetback with beet juice and a shot 
of vodka! You must be 21+ to drink at the bar, so show us 
those sexy adult wristbands! The bar will be open at dusk 
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. Our very own 
DJ JEM (Dammit Janet) will be spinning fresh tracks 
every night. And look for our other events in the guide! 
 

Dinky Diner 
 

Everything Butt the Kitchen Sink 
This is an indescribable camp, it has a special 'flavor'. It 
ain't no food, sound or booze camp. Only mind blowing 
programs to expand your consciousness. Sit down, let's 
talk, naked.  
We are sex positive with an edge for human growth and 
potential. We use sexuality /sensuality as an avenue to 
expand (or push) boundaries. We will offer programs that 
are sexual and non-sexual in nature....such as the 
famous Ramp of Death and of course the Group Grope!! 
 

Fox & Stocks 
A kinky dungeon space for you to make your mother 
proud….or sick. 
 

The Gettysburg Undress 
We called up Maury Povich- and boy, do we have news 
for YOU. The DNA results are in and Abraham Lincoln… 
IS our great-great grandfather! I’m a Lincoln, you’re a 
Lincoln, he/she/they/we are Lincolns. This is a fucking 
family reunion and you’re all invited to the cookout! Don’t 
like us? Needing therapy after finding out you’re adopted 
and *these* people are the ones that abandoned you? 
Tough nubs, kid. You can’t pick yer family. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Green Your Burn 
Don't forget to recycle! Green Your Burn helps attendees 
burn greener by allowing participation in composting and 
recycling efforts. We accept food waste for composting 
(can collect in paper bags), aluminum cans (please do not 
crush cans) for redeeming NY container deposits as a 
fundraiser for 2025 POrtal art grants, and empty 1 lb. 
propane canisters for recycling. And NEW this year vapes 
and e-cigs. Upon drop off of materials, participants will 
also have the opportunity to learn about composting, 
recycling, and the NY state bottle bill. An afterburn report 
will be created based on the results of the participation 
and shared with the community to show how green our 
burn was. 
Hours for collection are F, Sa, Su 11am - 12 pm and 5 - 6 
pm. 
 

GYST => east 
Fuck You, it's a secret 
 

Hot Dumps 
Hot Dumps will serve up steaming hot dumps direct to 
burner mouths! 
 

ILLUMINATION 
BRING LIGHT INTO THE DARKNESS - VIDEOS AND 
SUPER NINTENDO 
 

Introverted Camp 
Introverted Camp is a quiet space for any burner getting 
overwhelmed or overstimulated. We’ll provide sensory 
toys, and an option for limited interaction. No pressure to 
socialize at Introverted Camp! 
 

Iridescent Garden 
We will have a street front fire dish where everyone is 
always welcome. Also an ongoing Seed Swap from 
Saturday on. 
 

The Long Pork Lounge 
Our mission at the Long-Pork Lounge is to create a space 
where Burners with a love for culinary arts and music can 
connect, collaborate, and celebrate. As a food-forward 
theme camp, we believe in the power of bringing people 
together through shared experiences, and what better 
way to do that than through the universal language of 
delicious meals and harmonious tunes? 
In creating the Long-Pork Lounge, we've built more than 
just a camp; we've established a community where the 
love for food, music, and the Burner ethos converge. 
Together, we'll continue to cultivate an environment 
where diversity is celebrated, jokes are exchanged freely, 
and laughter echoes. 
I get asked what makes our food so good and I keep 
telling them.. IT'S THE PEOPLE!! 

 
The Midnight Plushie Lounge 
The Kingdom Of Plushies and Misfit Hominids! Come by 
to chill and meet the plushies and introduce yours, or 
come as an orphan human in need of plushie love! 
 

PAINT ME PAINT YOU 
Fun with finger paints. Use you imagination painting 
yourself, your new and old friends and even me if that 
strikes your fancy. This has been a big hit at BRC. 
 

Ponder's Den 
We are a gifting and gaming theme camp! Come on 
through to enjoy some good company and good games! 
 

Poppins Parlor 
 

Prancing Pony 
Neigh-borhood hole in the wall bar. Come for the music, 
stay for the camaraderie! 
 

Professor Willie's Camp 
"Professor Willie’s 1960s liquid light show" is similar to 
the backdrops used by ‘60s psychedelic bands, such as 
Jefferson Airplane and Pink Floyd. Liquid light shows 
were an integral part of the ‘60s psychedelic music scene. 
Professor Willie’s multimedia event includes projected 
slides, videos, laser patterns (even though lasers weren’t 
available in the sixties), and most importantly, organic 
and orgasmic patterns produced using liquid dyes and 
colored oils. Tune in and turn on to the psychedelic 
imagery and music of the ‘60s! Thursday and Friday 
10:00-ish AND Saturday after the Burn!  

No Flaming Willie this year ☹ but something new in the 

daytime! 
"Professor Willie’s cock-cophony pendulum": Come by 
during the daytime hours and give Professor Willie’s 
phallic pendulum a gentle push and produce a cacophony 
of sounds! (Active daily until 10:00 p.m.) 
 

Queeropolys 
Queeropolys is on a mission to create a safe, inclusive 
space where queer and polyamorous burners are 
welcomed, supported, and celebrated. 

 
Quiet Interlude 
Quiet Interlude is a tranquil sanctuary within the vibrant 
chaos of the burn. Designed for those seeking moments 
of peace and introspection, this camp offers a serene 
environment where participants can recharge and reflect. 
 

 
 



A Reptile Dysfunction 
Is your reptile functioning properly? Ours are all soft and 
wiggly! Yours too? Geez, what's wrong with reptiles these 
days? Our ancient ancestors loved reptiles. Many say our 
ancestors WERE reptiles. It used to be you could be a 
lizard, now you have to be a lesbian, because of woke. 
Return to your reptilian roots. Get flaccid, stay soft, no 
hard stuff! We think you get the picture. Got it? We don't. 
 

Skanktuary 
Welcum to Skanktuary, toots! Whadda yah want? 
Skanktuary is a delicious and NC-17 place to receive 
guaranteed bad service and eggcellent food. We'll be 
open for business for brunch on both Friday and 
Saturday. Whether you like your eggs fried or fertilized, 
we will de-liver the yum, and then some. Our menu is 
punny and our service will give you a run for your money.  
At night, our chef's best are served on the decks. Bring 
your dancing onsies and werk off all that delish with us; 
THE SKANKS. We will have many mustaches, foolery, a 
full bar and yummy treats to share.   
Last but not least, after the burn on Saturday evening we 
will be celebrating the 50th birthday of our Skank Muvah' 
BAWLS, Barb Wire.  
So cum on (or all) over and treat yoself to a frumunda 
cheese board, and let's get Skanky! 
 

Slacker Camp 
Slacker camp is a camp for the slacker in all of us. We 
have cuddle puddles. We have a photo booth. We have 
cool events to come hang out during. We have yard 
games to win...or lose. We have other stuff. Or we won't... 
 

Tea & Trepidation 
Lovers of tea in many forms. (Both the lovers and the 
teas. Flying or grounded, we like both. With luck, you’ll 
stop by when we have a batch to share. 
 

Vorpal Blaze Camp 
Welcome to the camp of the Vorpal Blaze - the magicians 
who slew the mighty Jabberwock! Wander through the 
Giant Mushroom grove to the circle of flame where the 
Fire Witch is rumored to lead fire flow conclaves under 
the stars. Dance to the melodic rhythm of the Vorpal 
Bards as they mix out tracks that will move you almost 
against your will. And marvel at the artistry of the Aerial 
Harlequins - and if you too have mastered the aerial arts 
(and ask nicely) mayhaps you too may use their 
apparatus to fly. Oh, and keep an eye out for the Eldritch 
Barkeep. No one truly knows when he will appear, but if 
you are fortunate enough to catch him at his bar (and can 
fulfill the task he gives you) you will be treated to a truly 
heavenly concoction… of his choosing. 
 

 

Which Camp? Witch Camp! 
Some of us are witches, some of us aren't. We are all 
some flavor of neurospicy :) 
 

Wizard Camp 
A glowing courtyard of colorful lights, you can't miss it! 
Come make new friends, have a drink (or don't), warm 
yourself by our fire, make giant bubbles, enjoy some 
tunes! 
 

Would U Rather 
Come to Would U Rather for food and fun! Enjoy our 
coffee bar and hot breakfast in the morning, or stop by 
later to play our namesake game (spin the two wheels 
and choose which you'd rather do!), relax in our inviting 
camp accommodations, or warm yourself by our fire. 

 



Events………………………………… 
   

ONGOING 24-hour French Press Coffee (and Decaf and Hot Cocoa) Station 
Fun for Everyone 

  Stop by anytime to help yourself to the comfort and aroma of French press Colombian coffee, 
or decaf or hot cocoa. Available condiments include both dairy and non-dairy options. Blue Intensity Bring:  A drinking vessel 

   

ONGOING Apocalypse Bead Feats 
Fun for Everyone 

  Bank of the Apocalypse is open 24/7 to satisfy your Apocalypse Bead Feat needs! Pick up your 
investment tin, get a daily crank on the gumball machines, and peruse our mutual aid funds. 
Get an official telling from one of our highly trained Tellers. Warning: community investment 
involves risk of apocalypse(s). 

Bank of the 
Apocalypse 

Bring:  Investment Tin 

   

ONGOING Bread Heads 
Mature  Starts Friday morning 

until supplies run out Will be baking breads to share. Will distribute to food camps randomly. Hope to make many 
yummy things. Will be using pizza oven in lower borough area. 

Burrow, Ground Floor Bring:  Hungry bellies! 

   

ONGOING Branding 
Adult Only  

  Yes, you read correctly…BRANDING. We all love the Burning Man, man image. Don’t you want 
the image permanently on your body?!? We can help you with that. Yes, it fucking hurts. After 
care instructions will be given. Step up!! Stop in for a chat: random times. Only those clear-
headed and responsible. Less is More has branded many Burners from Black Rock City to New 
York. This ain't his first rodeo!! Is this your first brand???! 

Everything Butt the 
Kitchen Sink 

Bring:  A clean body. Only 
sober people will be 
considered! 

   

ONGOING Caffeine and Confrontation 
Fun for Everyone 

  Do you like coffee? Do you like Good coffee? Do you even really know what good coffee even 
is? Who does, really? I'm not sure if I do if I'm being honest, but I'm not gonna let that stop me 
from sharing my opinions on it. If you can stomach that, then maybe I'll share some of my 
beans with you. 

The Burrow Bring:  A cup and some 
strong opinions 

   

ONGOING Come Get Your Personal Meditation 
Fun for Everyone 

  Everybody can meditate. But not everyone knows the right meditation for them. Or that there's 
a perfect one for their exact personality and goals. So let's help every body find theirs. Find 
Ohana (David) at any free moment to offer a meditation to the list or ask to learn one. You'll be 
asked questions to determine what your meditation is. Then you'll practice it together. Let's 
get everyone a practice to thrive amidst the wonderful chaos of a burn. 

Find Ohana Floating 
Around 

Bring:  Yourself and your 
goals 

   

ONGOING EncourageMints! 
Fun for Everyone 

  
EncourageMints! You know the words your innerself needs to hear. Let each mint symbolize 
these affirmations! 

Quite Interlude 
(Look for the Peacock 

Symbol) 

Bring:  An open heart and 
mind 

   

ONGOING Free Passes to PDF 2024 
Adult Only  

Just Stop By Have you heard of Playa Del Fuego. If not let me fill you in. We are the #2 burn on the east cost 
after POrtal. You really should come check it out. If you are nice you may receive a comp wrist 
band. 

ClassHoles 
in RV Camping 

Bring:  A smile, sense of 
humor and no Kevins allowed 

   



ONGOING Giant Bubbles Station Fun for Everyone 
(appropriate for all age 

levels)   Mesmerize and amaze your friends... entertain yourself and peeps hanging out around the 
pond. Test your skills at the giant bubble station. Fun for young and old alike!  Small bubble 

wands also provided. Circle Jerks Bring: 
   

ONGOING Learn About Consent 
Fun for Everyone 

  
New to POrtalBurn? Got a virgin that can use the information? Are you unsure what CONSENT 
looks like? Sounds like? Find NakedMike and ask him for a demonstration on CONSENT. Find NakedMike 

Roaming 
Bring:  Questions about 
CONSENT 

   

ONGOING Letters to Karnak 
Mature  

  
Do you know Mr. Karnak? If so you probably have a lot to say to him. Well you are in luck. Stop 
by ClassHoles in RV camping to write a letter to Karnak to let him know your feelings. We will 
deliver these messages to Karnak after the event. ClassHoles 

Bring:  Your thoughts feelings 
and emtions to share with 
Mr. Karnak 

   

ONGOING Make Your Own Mini Portal 
Fun for Everyone 

  
Come visit the MoKiMo Portals. While there make your own miniature version. 

MoKiMo Portals Bring:  Yourself 

   

ONGOING Mom Time 
Fun for Everyone 

  Have you eaten? Do you need a big hug? Do you require a spot of tea? Need some Mom 
advice? Someone to listen? Wanna play a game? Do you need to be taught something? Do you 
want read to? Need something negotiated? Need a spider or insect re-located? Need 
something opened? Dance party? Want to sing songs? Something need repaired? Did you lose 
something? Story time? Do you miss your Mom? If so, come and find me at Bison Camp, and I 
will do my best to oblige. 

Bison Camp Bring: Yourselves 

   

ONGOING Photo Booth 
Fun for Everyone Runs Friday, 12pm 

until Sunday, 8pm Bring your camera, dress up and take some fun pictures in our photo booth. Props are 
available to use but not take with you. Open all weekend. 

Slacker Camp Bring:  Camera or phone 

   

ONGOING PPPLINKO! 
Adult Only  

  Come on DOWN!! 
Try your hand at the PPPlinko drop! Prancing Pony Bring:  Sense of wonder 

   

ONGOING Puzzle Quest 
Fun for Everyone 

  
Side quests for adventurers 

Vorpal Blaze Bring:  Pen and paper and 
partner could help 

   

ONGOING Ramp of Death 
Adult Only  

  
The Ramp of Death premiered in 2019 at NECTR. Highly endorsed by Jon Luke aka, Ouch. “It 
moved me to tears and ended in an actual change to my life path” Need we say more, 
motherfucker?!? Stop in for a chat; random times. This is where your new life could begin. 

Everything Butt the 
Kitchen Sink 

Bring:  An openess to your 
new self.  And lots of 
courage!! 

   



ONGOING Sips & Science: A Journey with Vorpal Blaze Institute of Science 
Fun for Everyone 

  Do you want to donate your brain and your taste buds to science? Do you love taking surveys 
and answering silly little questions? Try to spot the Vorpalian scientists to have a beverage 
experience and answer a research survey. Tune into Vorpal Blaze on Sunday for a data 
presentation! 

Vorpal Blaze Camp or 
The Burrow or possibly 

anywhere 

Bring: Your thirst for 
contributing to the expansion 
of knowledge (and a cup) 

   

ONGOING Slacker Camp Games & Stuff 
Fun for Everyone 

  
Need a break from your burn? Come to Slacker Camp to unwind with outdoor games, 
including Connect 4, Jenga, Horseshoes, and more. Open all day and night Slacker Camp 

Bring:  Your competitive spirit 
or desire to slack off 

   

ONGOING Step into the Realm of THE DEAD! 
Mature  

By Appointment Step into the Realm of THE DEAD! What questions do you have for THE DEAD? What secrets 
do they want to tell you? What does your future hold? UK trained medium, BIB (of ill repute), 
will guide you through the mystery that is the Realm of THE DEAD, if you dare! By appointment 
only!! 

Everything Butt the 
Kitchen Sink 

Bring:  Your curiosity and an 
open heart 😊 

   

ONGOING The Storied Glory Fun for Everyone 
(appropriate for all age 

levels)   
This gloryhole’s not like the other glories - it’s a w(hole)some place to anonymously share your 
stories! You are invited to participate in a couple of ways: by bravely putting your ear up to the 
hole to hold space for the sharer, or by taking a shift behind the curtain to authentically speak 
what’s on your mind. Keep it kosher, pervs, and kindly follow the instructions attached to the 

installation. Oral traditions, indeed~ Circle Jerks Bring: 
   

ONGOING Temp Tatts wif Loaf 
Mature  

  
Array of temporary tattoos to live out your tatted dreams without the commitment! 

Prancing Pony Bring:  Your flesh 

   

ONGOING Tutu Making 
Fun for Everyone 

  Make a colorful tutu! many colors available, easy 
 
(supplies/directions will be under purple long tent) Quiet Interlude Bring:  Scissors 

   

ONGOING Wish Grants! 
Fun for Everyone 

  Work with one of our certified "wish-grantors" to create your own Wish Grant Proposal and set 
yourself on a quest to grant your own wish! Quiet Interlude Bring:  An open mind 

   

ONGOING Would U Rather Game 
Adult Only  

  Play our interactive, ever-changing namesake game! Spin our two wheels, and choose what 
you'd rather do! Don't like the options? Swap it out for an idea of your own! Are you shy? Watch 
other people engage in craziness! It's equal opportunity fun and hilarity for all. Would U Rather 

Bring:  Open mindedness, 
creativity, participatory spirit 

   

THURSDAY Apocalypse Bead Feats World Tour I 
Fun for Everyone 

4-6pm The Tellers from the Bank of the Apocalypse will perform a World Tour where we visit each ATM 
machine, restock beads, run challenges, and otherwise celebrate/mourn the Apocalypse(s). 
The World Tour will be a slow and easily distracted parade looking for ATMs and feats to bead. 
Will play selections from the BofA rock opera at each ATM location. 

Start at Bank of the 
Apocalypse 

Bring:  Investment Tin 

   



THURSDAY Professor Willie’s Cock-cophony Pendulum 
Mature  

4-10pm 
Set the phallic pendulum in motion and produce a cacophony of noise! Come by during the 
afternoon hours and give Professor Willie’s phallic pendulum a gentle push! Professor Willie's 

Theme Camp 
Bring:  

   

THURSDAY The Polish-ish Ambassador 
Fun for Everyone 

6-8pm Inspired by the legendary Polish Ambassador, I'll be playing some of his hottest beats and you 
might just hear some unreleased tracks🐐!!! 
This set is composed of a unique blend of EDM with funk, electro, and hip-hop elements, 
characterized by energetic and uplifting beats, often featuring catchy melodies and infectious 
basslines. 

The Burrow 
Bring:  Your funniest fits & 
floaties! 

   

THURSDAY Annual Sound Check w/ dj Dangler 
Fun for Everyone 

7:30p - Midnight Warming up the sound system for the weekend, dj dangler throwing down an unpredictable set 
of songs for hours! Wasting no time to get the dancing happening! Decals for everyone, hit him 
up at the DJ booth or the bar at Cosmic! Cosmic Lounge Bring:  dancing energy! 

   

THURSDAY Crowd Favorites Sing Along 
Fun for Everyone 

8-10pm Science supports the psychological and physical benefits of singing together as a group 
(Kreutz et al 2003, Kang et al 2017). In other words, come sing your hearts out to this roaring 
crowd favorites playlist. Is it a meme song? Is it a Grammy Award Winner? Is it the song your 
mom and dad never stop playing on road trips? Come find out. Also, if you forgot the words 
(we doubt it), we have lyrics on two big monitors for you to not make excuses anymore. 

Camp Zoo Bring: Singing voice 

   

THURSDAY Picklebacks, Beetbacks and Tunes at Daisy Camp 
Adult Only  

8pm - 2am Drop by Daisy Camp for some great tunes and spirits. Try a pickleback with whiskey chased by 
the pickle juice of your choice from our many offerings. Or try a beetback with beet juice and a 
shot of vodka! You must be 21+ to drink at the bar, so show us those sexy adult wristbands! 
The bar will be open at 8:00 on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. Our very own DJ JEM 
(Dammit Janet) will be spinning fresh tracks every night. And look for our other events in the 
guide! 

Daisy Camp Bring:  Good vibes 

   

THURSDAY Slacker Silent Disco 
Mature  

9-11pm 
You want to get your groove on but really quietly? We have 70's and 80's on channel one and 
90's to today on channel two. Come to slacker camp and boogie with us! We ask for some 
small item for collateral to check out a headset. Slacker Camp 

Bring:  Some form of 
collateral you are willing to 
leave with us while you have 
the Silent Disco Headset 

   

THURSDAY Dance Dance Revolution and Karaoke Double Feature Fun for Everyone 
(appropriate for all age 

levels) 9pm-Midnight 
You are invited to bust a move and sing your heart out at Camp Circle Jerks! First we’ll SMASH 
those arrows and bust out sick combos like it’s 1999. Then we’ll transition into karaoke where 
you can sing your Burner anthem, or the *cringiest* songs you’d never subject strangers to at 

the bar. This is a safe space <3  Circle Jerks Bring: 
   

THURSDAY Professor Willie’s 1960s Retro Liquid Light Show 
Mature  

10 - 11:30pm Professor Willie’s 1960s liquid light show is similar to the backdrops used by ‘60s psychedelic 
bands. Liquid light shows were an integral part of the ‘60s psychedelic music scene. Professor 
Willie’s multimedia event includes projected slides, videos, laser patterns, and most 
importantly, organic and orgasmic patterns produced using liquid dyes and colored oils. Tune 
in and turn on to the psychedelic imagery and music of the ‘60s! 

Professor Willie's 
Theme Camp 

Bring:  

   



THURSDAY 80s Night with Daisy Camp 
Fun for Everyone 

10pm-Midnight Get ready for 80s Night with Daisy Camp at The Burrow, where neon leg warmers and teased 
hair will rule the night! Rock your best spandex and flaunt your best 80s attire while busting 
out your funky dance moves. DJ JEM will be spinning the best of the decade. With epic dance-
offs and a totally tubular atmosphere, it's going to be a blast from the past you won't want to 
miss! 

The Burrow 
Bring:  Shoulder pads and 
BIG hair…don't forget the 
Aqua Net! 

   

THURSDAY DJ KASPR’s Light Synced Music Performances 
Mature  

10pm-Midnight Zookeeper KASPR makes his first appearance at POrtalBurn. If you haven’t already seen his 
performances, you’re in for a WILD treat. KASPR brings not just a finely crafted electronic 
music performance, but most importantly, a live-light-synced show performance to make a 
deeply cinematic experience. The performances will keep you in awe for hours with hundreds 
of hours of rehearsal shining through. Come as a friendly burner, and leave as a friendly ghost. 

Camp Zoo 
Bring: Ears to hear kool 
music, eyes to see kool lights 

   

THURSDAY NIGHT 
(TECHNICALLY 

FRIDAY) 
Slut Party 

Adult Only  

Midnight - 2am Get ready to turn up the heat and celebrate your sexy self. Put on your hottest outfit and head 
to The Cosmic Lounge where Mary F@cking Poppins and Wolfie will play the hottest tunes to 
get you moving. Cosmic Lounge Bring:  Your dancing shoes 

   

FRIDAY Coffee and Contemplation 
Fun for Everyone 

7am-12pm 
Come visit and enjoy some fresh french press coffee, and perhaps some contemplative 
dialogue. Camp Coffee and 

Contemplation Bring:  Cup 

   

FRIDAY The Naked Mile 
Fun for Everyone 

8:30am Running naked? In this economy? It's actually the only financially responsible move. Join us at 
Queeropolys (meet at the lounge) for an early morning 8:30 AM trounce through the halls and 
tendrils of POrtalBurn's many theme camps. Lack of Dress Code strictly enforced. 

Queeropolys Rainbow 
Lounge 

Bring:  

   

FRIDAY Meditation - Loving Kindness 
Mature  

9am Join us for a 15 minute, serene Loving Kindness Meditation session. Amid the vibrant 
community and creative energy, take this moment to pause, breathe, and radiate love and 
kindness into yourself and into the world. All are welcome to participate in this heart-centered 
practice, perfect for both beginners and experienced meditators. Meditation will start, 
promptly, at 10 minutes past the hour at which the door to the sanctuary will be closed. 

Camp Quiet Interlude 
-  

Lotus Sanctuary Tent 
Bring:  Open heart and mind 

   

FRIDAY Bubbles for Breakfast! 
Adult Only  

9-11am 
An effervescent morning-time carousal featuring PROSECCO, prosecco based cocktails and 
mocktails. Soap-type bubbles will also make an appearance. Should you require your bubble 
popped we will most likely be able to oblige. 

Camp Bubbles for 
Breakfast 

Bring:  drinking vessel, ID, 
willingness to consume 
carboned beverages before 
noon 

   

FRIDAY French Toast in the Renaissance 
Mature  

10am Transport yourself to a culinary journey with 'French Toast in the Renaissance'! Indulge in our 
delightful French toast served with homemade wild black raspberry syrup and fresh 
strawberries, all set to the enchanting melodies of the Renaissance band. An event where 
history meets gourmet delight! While supplies last. 

Camp Quiet Interlude Bring:  Plate/Fork/Cup 

   



FRIDAY Tangela's Down'n'Dirty Hack'n'Slash Fashion DIY 
Fun for Everyone 

10-11am Join Tangela for a down-n-dirty hack-n-slash fashion session, and get in touch with your inner 
DIY-er! 
Bring your default threads and upcycle them into burn gear. 
Suggestions: transform a t-shirt that needs some pizzazz, or a pair of men's jeans to customize 
your very own, one-of-a-kind Playa Belt! (It has pockets!) 
Tools and MOOP-free bling provided. BYO castoff clothing! 
All ages welcome. Please don't run with the scissors. 

GYST East Bring: Clothing to transform! 
Men's jeans are best. 

   

FRIDAY Mandatory Virgin Acclimation Tour (M-VAT) 
Fun for Everyone 

10-11:30am Are you New? New to Burning or just New to POrtalBurn? This tour is for you. Get exclusive 
behind-the-scenes access to some of the best camps. Meet the leaders who make all the stuff 
happen. Learn about the Burning Man culture and discover the secrets of the 
POrtal-Potties. This is a walking tour so please come prepared and bring a cup! 

Starts at TIT 
Bring:  Cup, water, 
shade/sunscreen, comfy 
walking shoes 

   

FRIDAY Social Meditation - Settle In and Make a Friend 
Fun for Everyone 

10-Noon Come meet friends and learn to invite presence and love in.  We'll be pairing off in dyads and 
practicing being a witness.   The Burrow Bring: 

   

FRIDAY Tat-ZOO Parlor 
Fun for Everyone 

10am-Noon The Zookeepers at Camp Zoo dedicate this time to help you show your allegiance to your spirit 
animal of choice by tattooing (temporary wash off) on a part of your body. We have a range 
from small flash sizes to large arm/leg pieces, while supplies last. This event is suitable for all 
Zoo Burners alike and bringing children is encouraged. Come get Tat-ZOO'd and unleash your 
inner animal for the remainder of the burn. 

Camp Zoo Bring: Bare skin 

   

FRIDAY Button button whose got your button 
Mature  

Noon We have your button is our response. Whether you like little tiny buttons of more of a regular 
size we have got you covered. Do you have a picture at home that you've always thought oh 
shit....this would make a killer button! If that is the case then come on down to ClassHoles in 
RV camping and make your self a button of your dreams. If you don't have anything in mind we 
have got you covered with our variety of magazines and stickers. 

ClassHoles  
in RV Camping 

Bring:  Your button swag or 
imagination 

   

FRIDAY Pastry Brunch 
Adult Only  

Noon 
Enjoy breakfast pastries, coffee, and booze to add to your coffee! Food will be served until 
supplies last. Would U Rather Bring:  Cup for drinks 

   

FRIDAY Henna-palooza: Faces, Palms, and Body Parts, Oh My! 
Fun for Everyone 

Noon - 1pm Dive into the ancient art of henna with us! Let our artist-in-training, Lika/Octopus, adorn your 
face, arms, and body with intricate designs and playful patterns. Enjoy painting each other and 
embrace your inner funk as you flaunt your temporary tattoos around Playa, lasting up to a 
week. Get ready for some fun explanations all weekend long! 

Tea & Trepidation  
(Burrow if it rains) 

Bring:  Uncovered body parts 

   

FRIDAY Rainbow Wish Yarn Wraps 
Fun for Everyone 

Noon - 1:30pm 
Join A Fucking Delight to make a wish and weave it into a special yarn wrap you can wear, add 
to the temple, take to your home altar, gift, etc. No skills required and open to all ages. A wide 
variety of yarns will be available. 

Queeropolys Rainbow 
Lounge 

Bring:  

   



FRIDAY Professor Willie’s Cock-cophony Pendulum 
Mature  

Noon - 10pm 
Set the phallic pendulum in motion and produce a cacophony of noise! Come by during the 
afternoon hours and give Professor Willie’s phallic pendulum a gentle push! Professor Willie's 

Theme Camp 
Bring:  

   

FRIDAY Exploring the Diversity of POrtalBurn 
Fun for Everyone 

12:30-1:30pm Bring your curiosity, openness, and commitment to civic engagement; come participate in a 
discussion about diversity at POrtal. Share your own experience about how we are fostering a 
diverse environment and inclusive experience. Share areas where we still have room to grow. 
Let's get together to listen for understanding and explore how we can foster a more diverse 
and accessible POrtalBurn each year. 
 
This will be a progressively stacked conversation, prioritizing marginalized voices. 

The Burrow Bring: An open mind 

   

FRIDAY Naked Cello 
Mature  

1-2pm 
Chell will perform solo classical cello in the nude 

Cosmic Lounge Bring: 

   

FRIDAY Pickle Party Hour! 
Fun for Everyone 

1-2pm Are you ready to dill out and have a gherkin good time? Well, get ready to relish the moment 
because Slacker Camp is throwing the ultimate Pickle Party!  
 
We'll be slicing, dicing, and munching our way through an array of pickled delights. So, grab 
your favorite pickle-themed attire and come enrich your pickle energy in a way that's kind of a 
big dill!  

Slacker Camp Bring:  A (mouth) hole to put 
the pickle in ;) 

   

FRIDAY Circle Jerks Drum Circle Jam Sesh Fun for Everyone 
(appropriate for all age 

levels) 1-3pm 

You are welcome to join our circle and jam to a variety of international music with the option to 
go improv. BYO drum / other instruments or use the ones provided. Dancing and flow arts are 

encouraged! Circle Jerks 

Bring: BYO drum and other 
instruments or use the ones 
provided 

   

FRIDAY Polyamory Roundtable 
Adult Only  

1:30 -3pm 
Join Quinn and other members of Queeropolys for a frank and authentic guided discussion 
where we talk about polyamory, what it means to us, where it's taken us, where we hope to be. Queeropolys Rainbow 

Lounge 
Bring:  

   

FRIDAY Air Your Genitals in Public Parade!! 
Mature  

2pm Everything Butt the Kitchen Sink Camp will host the 27th Annual "Air your Genitals in Public" 
Parade. 
AKA, Vag-Vesting, Button-down Beef Flapping, Cami-Cunting, etc. Parade sometime on July 
26th. 
 
Together we will let the sun shine in/on our genitals!!! 
 
Together we can march to remove the Great Genital Stigma!!! Genitals of any sort are 
encouraged to participate. Genital solidarity!!! Let us not divide genitalia!! 

Everything Butt the 
Kitchen Sink 

Bring:  Please wear a shirt 
and bring your genitals and 
nothing on the "bottom." 

   

FRIDAY Kink Circle 
Adult Only  

2pm 
A cozy and open-minded roundtable discussion on all things kink related! Whether newbie or 
advanced, come relax around a well-stocked dungeon to share experiences & learn something 
new - while discovering who else at the event shares your adult hobbies. Fox & Stocks 

Bring: Bring something cozy 
to sit on or whatever else 
you’d like 

   



FRIDAY Bardcore at the Burrow 
Fun for Everyone 

2-3pm 
Hear ye, hear ye! Dammit Janet shall grace yon tavern with a wondrous hour of BARDCORE 
Tunes, where even the most stoic knights shall be moved to dance like merry jesters! Gather 
ye round, for an eve of mirth and revelry awaits, as DJ JEM doth enchant the crowd with 
melodies fit for kings and jesters alike! 

The Burrow 

Bring:  Do not forget thy 
dancing shoes, lest ye miss 
the chance to frolic to the 
bardic beats! 

   

FRIDAY Scar Wars 
Mature  

2-3pm As a Breast Cancel Survivor and a recent hip replacement recipient , I’ve got scars not to 
mention other ones too. 
Please come tell your stories and share your SCARS! 

Outside First 
Aid/Medical 

Bring:  A chair and your 
SCARS 

   

FRIDAY Swag Swap! 
Fun for Everyone 

2-3pm 
This is a makers meet up and swag swap hosted by Sunshine! Bring your gifts! 

Cosmic Lounge 
Bring:  Your gifts, talents and 
yourselves! 

   

FRIDAY Art Crawl 
Fun for Everyone 

2-4pm Come get your bougie on with some wine and cheese and ART! Speak to the artist awarded 
POrtalBurn Art Grants for 2024. We will wander from piece to piece and the artist will answer 
your questions. Meet up at The Borrow. Starts at The Burrow Bring:  

   

FRIDAY Fortune Telling 
Fun for Everyone 

2-4pm 
Come join us and explore your future through runes, tarot cards, or even our crystal ball. 

Poppins Parlor 
Bring:  Curiosity and open 
mind 

   

FRIDAY Kisspresso 
Fun for Everyone 

2-4pm Turns out we have been drinking coffee wrong....all these years! Want to learn the science of 
ingesting caffeine? Then visit kisspresso. It’s all science based. Please don't cheapen it by 
calling it a kissing booth. This is learning, this is kisspresso. Near the Burrow Bring:  

   

FRIDAY A Night at the Theater 
Mature  

2-4pm A dramatic participant-driven reenactment of what REALLY happened that fated eve. (We 
would know, we’re experts) Time to give it your best SHOT and see if you’re meant for the stage 
or if your acting career is DEAD. 

The Gettysburg 
Undress 

Bring:  Your love (or hatred) 
of theater 

   

FRIDAY Surf N' Turf's Rum N' Bass Pirate Party 
Mature  

2-4pm Ahoy, me hearties! Join us Friday from 2-4pm at the Long Pork Lounge for  
"Surf n' Turf's Rum 'n' Bass Pirate Party" at Portalburn! Enjoy pirate shanty remixes, sip on rum 
punch, and revel in swashbuckling fun. Dress in your finest or worst pirate attire for an 
unforgettable adventure on the open ocea...POND!!! Yarrrr!!!🏴☠️ 

The Long Pork Lounge Bring:  Pirate attire and a mug 

   

FRIDAY Lusty Lizards Lounge 
Mature  

2pm - lights out Camp Get Bent is proud to present the Lusty Lizards Lounge. A place where everybody knows 
your (burner) name. Tap our kegs then jump into our cuddle puddle during the day then join us 
for our themed event nights when the sun sets. Spin the wheel of fate and change your destiny. 
Bring your cup and let us fill you up! 

Camp Get Bent 
Bring:  Your cup, a bucket, 
your mouth and a willingness 
to participate 

   



FRIDAY Tea and Tarot 
Fun for Everyone 

3-5pm 

  Vorpal Blaze Bring: 
   

FRIDAY Burner Poly Happy Hour: Drinks, Games, and Fun! 
Adult Only  

3-6pm A chill hangout for polyamorous and poly-interested burners! Enjoy specialty drinks while 
meeting new like-minded friends. Would U Rather Bring:  Cup for drinks 

   

FRIDAY Nervous Juggling 
Fun for Everyone 

3:30pm We're all juggling stuff - and maybe you're nervous about it too. Maybe it'll help to see 
someone else nervously trying to juggle all the things and laugh together through the 
ridiculous. Festival Joy, a talented performer and POrtal virgin, will be trying out new material 
in this juggling and comedy show. 

Queeropolys Rainbow 
Lounge 

Bring:  Sense of humor 

   

FRIDAY The Fairy Godfather 
Mature  

4pm Join me for an enchanting reading of select passages from The Fairy Godfather, a captivating 
tale that delves into the life and legacy of Gianfrancesco Straparola. Known as the "Father of 
Fairy Tales," Straparola's work predates the Brothers Grimm and Charles Perrault, weaving 
together magical stories that have inspired generations. 

Camp Quiet Interlude 
-  

Chill Space 
Bring:  A cup, for tea 

   

FRIDAY Hash brown grilled cheese happy hour 
Mature  

4pm Have you ever dreamt of hash brown grilled cheese. Are you confused by what this is? Then 
stop on down to the griddle at ClassHoles in RV camping to try a hash brown grilled cheese. 
We will have vegan options and also if you are lucky and know the secret word we may be able 
to make you a Greasy Chicago. 

ClassHoles  
in RV Camping 

Bring:  Plate and an open 
mind for the infamous 
Greasy Chicago 

   

FRIDAY Snakes is Rope 
Adult Only  

4-5:30pm 
So we all know that Shrimps is Bugs. But has anyone considered that Snakes is Ropes? Cards 
on the table, this is a thinly veiled premise for a shibari skillshare. Got a harness you really like 
that you want to show us? Cool cuffs? Hell yeah come over and teach us how to do the thing. 
We have some ties to show you too! Bring Your Own Rope. 

A Reptile Dysfunction 

Bring:  Rope, A Pen for Hair 
Ties (if you want to learn 
that), a Mat For Sitting/Lying 
On 

   

FRIDAY Camp Get Bent Luau Night 
Adult Only  

4pm - lights out Grass skirts, Margaritas, tiki torches, and other words ChatGPT tells us are associated with 
Luau Night. Come find all these things and more at the Lusty Lizards Lounge. Bring your Uke 
and get ready to hula a hoop. Allow us to transport you to a magical land where the daiquiris 
flow like wine and the soft ocean breeze rolling off the lake evokes island vibes. 

Camp Get Bent Bring:  A cup and a song in 
your heart 

   

FRIDAY Chell's Open Jam 
Fun for Everyone 

5-7pm 
Bring your own instrument to a jam session. 

The Burrow Bring: Musical instrument 

   

FRIDAY GET SMOKED! 
Fun for Everyone 

5-7pm The Long Pork Lounge Presents: "Get Smoked!!" 
Friday from 5-7 PM for a Smoked BBQ feast! Enjoy smoked BBQ pulled pork, ribs, chicken 
drums, can't forget our vegan burners so there's smoked cauliflower and corn on the cob. 
Savor the smoked flavor while grooving to Bluegrass, Reggae, and Jam Bands. Our carefully 
crafted dishes and vibrant music selection create an unforgettable experience. Bring your 
plate, maybe a joint, and get ready to "Get Smoked!!" 

The Long Pork Lounge 
Bring:  Your own plate and 
utensils 

   



FRIDAY Abraham Lincoln Trivia Extravaganza 
Mature  

6-7pm Absolutely factual, not made up, complete and totally real Abe Lincoln trivia and fun facts! 
(We would know, he’s our great great grandpa). Come over to The Gettysburg Undress to test 
your knowledge and win prizes regarding the 16th president and probably your 4 great great 
uncle twice removed! 

The Gettysburg 
Undress 

Bring:  A plethora of useless 
knowledge 

   

FRIDAY FriYay Hot Dumps 
Fun for Everyone 

6ish - til gone 
Stop by and put our steaming hot dumps in your mouth! 

Hot Dumps Bring: A plate/bowl 

   

FRIDAY You Fucked with the Wrong Bro, Bro 
Fun for Everyone 

7pm 
Pushing hands, chi sao, self defense workshop Quiet Camping 

(Look for me) 
Bring: Water, fun attitude 

   

FRIDAY Crowd Favorites Sing Along 
Fun for Everyone 

8-10pm Science supports the psychological and physical benefits of singing together as a group 
(Kreutz et al 2003, Kang et al 2017). In other words, come sing your hearts out to this roaring 
crowd favorites playlist. Is it a meme song? Is it a Grammy Award Winner? Is it the song your 
mom and dad never stop playing on road trips? Come find out. Also, if you forgot the words 
(we doubt it), we have lyrics on two big monitors for you to not make excuses anymore. 

Camp Zoo Bring: Singing voice 

   

FRIDAY Picklebacks, Beetbacks and Tunes at Daisy Camp 
Adult Only  

8pm - 2am Drop by Daisy Camp for some great tunes and spirits. Try a pickleback with whiskey chased by 
the pickle juice of your choice from our many offerings. Or try a beetback with beet juice and a 
shot of vodka! You must be 21+ to drink at the bar, so show us those sexy adult wristbands! 
The bar will be open at 8:00 on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. Our very own DJ JEM 
(Dammit Janet) will be spinning fresh tracks every night. And look for our other events in the 
guide! 

Daisy Camp Bring:  Good vibes 

   

FRIDAY Snack-Lax-Chill 
Mature  

8pm - 2am Take a break from your nighttime wanderings at this chill sensory oasis. Stop by and enjoy an 
inviting space featuring relaxing projections and psychedelic videos, musical soundscapes, 
comfy seating, and snacks. Would U Rather Bring:  

   

FRIDAY Fox & Stocks Play Party 
Adult Only  

8pm - Whenever A kinky play party in a monitored dungeon! Just like all your adult fun at home, but with more 
furniture. Bring your kink toys (or try ours!), but players MUST be sober enough to give & 
discuss consent. Come get your freak on! Fox & Stocks 

Bring: Your freak, your play 
partner, and your toybag 

   

FRIDAY sex-y electro dance party 
Adult Only  

9-10pm 

Raunchy tunes for dirty minds, super danceable with beats to get down to. Maybe leads to 
other fun activities this night ;) The Burrow 

Bring:  Yourself, maybe a 
lover or two and party 
supplies make for an sexy 
dance party 

   

FRIDAY Burlesque Show 
Adult Only  

9-11pm Join us at the Cosmic Lounge for a burlesque show that is sure to knock your socks off. Get 
there early because this event is sure to be packed. Adults only please and no photography 
allowed. Cosmic Lounge Bring:   

   



FRIDAY Lebowski Horror Picture Show 
Adult Only  

9-11pm Dude, I finally got the venue I wanted. I’m performing my shadowcast screening, you know, 
with callbacks, at POrtalBurn’s Prancing Pony Bar on Friday night. And, well, I’d love it if you 
came and made some jokes. Prancing Pony 

Bring:  A cup and a sense of 
humor 

   

FRIDAY Disco Friday at Daisy Camp 
Fun for Everyone 

9pm-Late 

Come down to Daisy Camp and shake your groove thing all night long! Pair the best classic 
disco of the 70s and 80s with a pickleback or a beetback! Get ready to boogie, baby! Daisy Camp 

Bring:  Disco attire 
encouraged! Bring a cup 
(21+ with wristband for 
drinks!), boogie shoes + 
groove things! 

   

FRIDAY Professor Willie’s 1960s Retro Liquid Light Show 
Mature  

10 - 11:30pm Professor Willie’s 1960s liquid light show is similar to the backdrops used by ‘60s psychedelic 
bands. Liquid light shows were an integral part of the ‘60s psychedelic music scene. Professor 
Willie’s multimedia event includes projected slides, videos, laser patterns, and most 
importantly, organic and orgasmic patterns produced using liquid dyes and colored oils. Tune 
in and turn on to the psychedelic imagery and music of the ‘60s! 

Professor Willie's 
Theme Camp 

Bring:  

   

FRIDAY Space Bar Dance Party Fun for Everyone 
(appropriate for all age 

levels) 10pm-Midnight 
Calling all intergalactic babes: You are invited to unlock your galaxy brain at our blacklight 

camp and dance the night away to earthling music *with actual lyrics*. Make a pit stop at the 
Space Bar for cocktails that’ll take you to another planet, Janet. Space slut and / or neon attire 

is encouraged! Circle Jerks Bring: 
   

FRIDAY DJ KASPR’s Light Synced Music Performances 
Mature  

10pm-Midnight Zookeeper KASPR makes his first appearance at POrtalBurn. If you haven’t already seen his 
performances, you’re in for a WILD treat. KASPR brings not just a finely crafted electronic 
music performance, but most importantly, a live-light-synced show performance to make a 
deeply cinematic experience. The performances will keep you in awe for hours with hundreds 
of hours of rehearsal shining through. Come as a friendly burner, and leave as a friendly ghost. 

Camp Zoo 
Bring: Ears to hear kool 
music, eyes to see kool lights 

   

FRIDAY Kickin' it Old Skool Rave 
Mature  

10:30ish - Midnight DJ McGyver spins the best classic Rave tracks from Breakbeat Hardcore to Big Beat. Bring your 
best and brightest hi-viz, rainbow attire, glow sticks, glow props, Kandi, plenty of hydration, 
peace, love, unity, respect, and a big smile on your face Vorpal Blaze Camp Bring:  dancin shoes 

   

FRIDAY World Beat Dance Party with DJ Nataraj 
Fun for Everyone 

11pm - 1am 
Come on down to Cosmic Lounge for gorgeous dance music from around the world, mixed 
with some old favorites by DJ Nataraj. Not to be missed! Cosmic Lounge 

Bring: Your dancing shoes (or 
not!) 

   

SATURDAY Coffee and Contemplation 
Fun for Everyone 

7am-12pm 
Come visit and enjoy some fresh french press coffee, and perhaps some contemplative 
dialogue. Camp Coffee and 

Contemplation Bring:  Cup 
  

 
SATURDAY Breakfast - Eggs, Bacon, and More! 

Mature  
9am Enjoy a hot and tasty breakfast! We're serving up coffee, eggs, bacon, pancakes, and other 

delicious items - while supplies last! Would U Rather Bring:  Plate and Cup 
  

 



SATURDAY Meditation - Compassion 
Mature  

9am Join us for a transformative, 15 minute Compassion Meditation session. Immerse yourself in a 
peaceful environment as we cultivate compassion for ourselves and others. This practice aims 
to open hearts, reduce stress, and foster a sense of connectedness. Suitable for all levels, this 
meditation will help you deepen your mindfulness journey and enhance your POrtalBurn 
experience. Meditation will start, promptly, at 10 minutes past the hour at which the door to 
the sanctuary will be closed. 

Camp Quiet Interlude 
-  

Lotus Sanctuary Tent Bring:  Open heart and mind 
  

 
SATURDAY Bubbles for Breakfast! 

Adult Only  
9-11am 

An effervescent morning-time carousal featuring PROSECCO, prosecco based cocktails and 
mocktails. Soap-type bubbles will also make an appearance. Should you require your bubble 
popped we will most likely be able to oblige. 

Camp Bubbles for 
Breakfast 

Bring:  drinking vessel, ID, 
willingness to consume 
carboned beverages before 
noon 

  
 

SATURDAY Coffee-in-the-Shower Support Group 
Fun for Everyone 

9:30am Since beginning your habit of drinking coffee in the shower at last year's POrtalBurn, have you 
encountered new challenges at home? Are you frequently late for work? Do others in your 
household complain about a lack of hot water? Come to our Coffee-in-the-Shower Support 
Group, where your fellow addicts can console you, and we can further your habit. Coffee will 
be provided. 

At the Showers 
Bring:  A cup, towel 

  
 

SATURDAY Queeropolys Drag Brunch 
Fun for Everyone 

11am - 12:30pm Bring your cup, plate and utensils for brunch and be dazzled, wowed, and slightly concerned 
by performances from Camp Queeropolys' very own Drag Queens, Kings, and Things!! Wear 
your rainbows and sparkles if you have them and put your face on cuz it's brunch time! 

Queeropolys Rainbow 
Lounge 

Bring:  Cup, Plate/Bowl, 
Utensils, Rainbows 

  
 

SATURDAY HOLE Foods: Bagel Bar 
Fun for Everyone 

11am - 1pm 
A variety of bagels and spreads for your mouth hole H.O.L.E. 

in RV Camping 
Bring:  Your mouth hole and 
maybe a plate 

  
 

SATURDAY Mimosas 
Adult Only  

11am - 1pm 
Join us for mimosas! H.O.L.E. 

in RV Camping 
Bring:  Stories from burns 
past, a cup 

  
 

SATURDAY Button button whose got your button 
Mature  

Noon We have your button is our response. Whether you like little tiny buttons of more of a regular 
size we have got you covered. Do you have a picture at home that you've always thought oh 
shit....this would make a killer button! If that is the case then come on down to ClassHoles in 
RV camping and make your self a button of your dreams. If you don't have anything in mind we 
have got you covered with our variety of magazines and stickers. 

ClassHoles  
in RV Camping Bring:  Your button swag or 

imagination 
  

 
SATURDAY Polyamorous Origin Storytelling 

Adult Only  
Noon 

Join us for an intimate afternoon where we invite you to gather to share, hear and celebrate our 
personal polyamorous origin stories. Let's connect, inspire, and deepen our community bonds 
through the power of our unique journeys. 

Camp Quiet Interlude 
-  

Chill Space Bring:  A cup, for tea 

  

 



SATURDAY Henna-palooza: Faces, Palms, and Body Parts, Oh My! 
Fun for Everyone 

Noon - 1pm Dive into the ancient art of henna with us! Let our artist-in-training, Lika/Octopus, adorn your 
face, arms, and body with intricate designs and playful patterns. Enjoy painting each other and 
embrace your inner funk as you flaunt your temporary tattoos around Playa, lasting up to a 
week. Get ready for some fun explanations all weekend long! 

Tea & Trepidation  
(Burrow if it rains) Bring:  Uncovered body parts 

  
 

SATURDAY Town Hall: Safety and Consent 
Mature  

Noon-1:30pm 
A panel of leaders will hear concerns and facilitate an open dialogue in an effort to provide 
safe-space to support healing and safer practices within the community. Cosmic Lounge 

Bring:  Cup. Refreshments 
served 

  
 

SATURDAY Kisspresso 
Fun for Everyone 

Noon - 2pm Turns out we have been drinking coffee wrong....all these years! Want to learn the science of 
ingesting caffeine? Then visit kisspresso. It’s all science based. Please don't cheapen it by 
calling it a kissing booth. This is learning, this is kisspresso. Near the Burrow Bring:  

   

SATURDAY Professor Willie’s Cock-cophony Pendulum 
Mature  

Noon - 10pm 
Set the phallic pendulum in motion and produce a cacophony of noise! Come by during the 
afternoon hours and give Professor Willie’s phallic pendulum a gentle push! Professor Willie's 

Theme Camp Bring:  
  

 
SATURDAY Learn to Safety for Fire Props (AKA When We Light Hazmat on Fire!) 

Fun for Everyone 
1-2pm Want to help keep your fire-spinning friends safe? Learn how to be a fire safety! 

Topics include: 
-how to let spinners know if –oops!– they’re on fire! 
-how to extinguish people and props with a fire blanket 
-how to not get burned in the process 
We’ll wrap up with a hands-on opportunity to practice extinguishing props and people, so 
please wear natural fibers like cotton or wool, not melty plastic ones like polyester or nylon! 

ClusterPhuck Bring:  Drums/Percussion 
Instruments/Your dancing 
feet!!! 

  
 

SATURDAY Circle Jerks Drum Circle Jam Sesh 

Fun for Everyone  1-3pm 

You are welcome to join our circle and jam to a variety of international music with the option to 
go improv. BYO drum / other instruments or use the ones provided. Dancing and flow arts are 

encouraged! Circle Jerks 

Bring: BYO drum and other 
instruments or use the ones 
provided 

  
 

SATURDAY The Real Swim Shady 
Fun for Everyone 

1-3pm The real Swim Shady would like to invite you to the pond to get in touch with your inner float 
state. I'll be DJing/Playing all sorts of dreamy, groovy and goofy tunes for all the looney bunnies 
at the pond The Burrow/Pond 

Bring:  Good vibrations & 
sassy aspirations 

  
 

SATURDAY Group Grope (back by popular demand!) 
Adult Only  

2pm Reviews are flooding in...“Better than sliced bread!” “It was fun, supportive and sexy. “ 
Everybody gets a turn and boundaries are specified and discussed by each individual who is 
the center of attention. 
 
If you are shy or if you are bold; start with what you actually enjoy/your comfort zone and go 
from there 
 
The Group Grope is here to help you open your boundaries with consent, consent, and 
consent. YOU get to set YOUR boundaries and invite fellow Burners to participate in your 
adventure. 

Everything Butt the 
Kitchen Sink 

Bring:  Your inquisitive open 
selves 

  

 



SATURDAY Burner Olympics 
Fun for Everyone 

2-3pm Compete for glory or come to cheer on your favorite competitors in this electrifying event. Sign 
up clip board will be posted Saturday morning at Cosmic Lounge. We are accepting 6 teams of 
four people. Don’t have a team, just put your name down on one of the slots, and make some 
new friends. First 24 people signed up will get to compete. 

Cosmic Lounge 
Bring:   

  
 

SATURDAY John Wilkes Kissing Booth 
Adult Only  

2-3pm The last and most dashing of the Wilkes-Booths propositions you to a duel of the lips. Proceed 
with caution, as they may surprise you with a BANG of the finest barrel-aged bourbon 1865 has 
to offer. 

The Gettysburg 
Undress 

Bring:  Chapstick and fresh 
breath 

  
 

SATURDAY The Origins of Recorded Sound 
Fun for Everyone 

2-3:30pm This is a deep-dive into the people and technologies that brought life to the recording industry 
(1860 – 1925). Examples of early recordings will be played on a mix of modern and antique 
equipment; there will also be a live demonstration of recording to wax cylinder, made using 
original equipment.  
If you’re curious as to how people learned “how sound works” and how technology shaped the 
music industry, you won’t want to miss this event. 

Somewhere quiet near 
the BOOB 

(look for the umbrella 
and phonographs) Bring:  A seat (optional) 

  
 

SATURDAY Fidget Toy Play Session 
Fun for Everyone 

2-4pm 

Fidget toy play session 
Camp Neurodiversion 

Bring:  A wide variety of fidget 
toys available for play or 
bring your own if you prefer 

  
 

SATURDAY Rope Suspension / Impact / Predicament Demo 
Adult Only  

2-4pm Come learn how to put your partner into all sorts of delicious trouble! Allie will demonstrate 
techniques for safe partial suspension with an eye toward making her target accessible, and 
other tricky scenarios to make them squeal! Fox & Stocks Bring: Something to sit on 

  
 

SATURDAY Vorpal Blaze presents ... ! 
Fun for Everyone 

3pm - Burn Starts Come indulge in the Vorpalian Blaze, and join us in a night of revelry! 
Catch a glimpse of some aerial fairies, a mystical artisan, rhythm gurus, try to barter with a 
sphinx, and much more! 
Schedule details will be posted at camp, come check us out! 

Vorpal Blaze Camp 
Bring:  A healthy dose of 
whimsy, wits and plenty of 
patience! 

  
 

SATURDAY Queer Re-story-ation Ritual 
Fun for Everyone 

3:30pm This is a transformative and reflective workshop designed to reclaim and reshape personal 
narratives through sacred rituals. This event offers a supportive space for folks to explore their 
queer stories, challenges, and triumphs. The workshop emphasizes the healing power of 
storytelling and ritual, culminating in a collective ritual celebrating queer spirit, solidarity, and 
resilience.  

Queer Temple in 
Queeropolys Bring:  Open minds and 

hearts 
  

 
SATURDAY Marry Yourself at POrtalBurn! 

Fun for Everyone 
3:30 - 5pm YOU are the one you've been waiting for! Bring your wedding party and attire to a potentially 

transformational event as you publicly make life-long commitments to yourself, witnessed 
and supported by your community and friends. The ceremony will be led by Angelina and 
Nataraj, and will begin, if you wish, with a ritual 'divorce' from your old self. Ritualize your life 
goals and values in a ceremony of self love! Suggested vows will be posted on social media, 
or, bring your own. 

Cosmic Lounge 
Bring: Vows to yourself, or 
use our handy checklist; 
wedding attire encouraged 

  

 



SATURDAY Fancy Pants Gala for Very Swanky People 
Adult Only  

4pm - Burn Starts Join us at The Lusty Lizards Lounge for a night of electrifying elegance as we roll out the red 
carpet. Step into our oasis of creativity and community, where artistry meets adventure. Enjoy 
artisanal cocktails, lively conversation, and the height of elegance. Embrace the playa vibe 
and dress to express—whether in dazzling costumes or burner chic. Experience the ultimate 
fusion of nightlife and culture under the stars. 

Camp Get Bent Bring:  Your most awe 
inspiring attire 

  
 

SATURDAY 4 Score and 20 Pre-Rolls Ago 
Adult Only  

4:20pm 
Lincoln Family Smoke Sesh. Time to link up and light up, it’s a family tradition, after all. 
Cousins who bring any Laidback Lincoln to the function will be included in the will and receive 
a special gift. ;) 

The Gettysburg 
Undress 

Bring:  BYO lettuce, ganja, 
Mary Jane, and reefer. Abe 
may be on the $5 bill, but 
we’re not made of money. 

  
 

SATURDAY Garsh Blump & Borbo present: A Dreamscape in Three Acts 
Adult Only  

5-5:30pm Join Garsh and Borbo as we take you on a surreal musical journey into Slumber Land. Who 
gave these two bozos microphones?? Don't worry about it! Just follow us down the rabbit hole 
for some quirky vibes and the weirdest dreams you've ever dreamt. Oh, and did we mention 
there'll be free nitrous?!!! 

Queeropolys Rainbow 
Lounge Bring:  

  
 

SATURDAY POrtalTales, hosted by the POrtalBurn Board of Directors 
Fun for Everyone 

5-6pm Stop on in to meet your POrtalBurn Board of Directors (BOD) and reminisce about POrtalBurns 
past. Have questions for the BOD or interested in becoming more involved? We are here to 
chat! Have a story to share about a past POrtalBurn? Sign up to share it! We will be pulling a 
few names out of a hat who will have five minutes to share their favorite POrtalTail...er...tale. 
Snax and drinks as well! 

The Burrow Bring:  Your CUP! And stories 
to share. 

  
 

SATURDAY 90s and Chill Party 
Adult Only  

5-7pm Wanna get down? Start here - we'll sex you up with 90's R&B smooth dance hits. Mix, mingle, 
groove to our dirty tunes, and see where the mood takes you! Would U Rather Bring: 

  
 

SATURDAY Let's Taco About It 
Fun for Everyone 

5-7pm Join us Saturday, 5-7pm, for our sizzling taco bar! After last year's love and feedback, THEY'RE 
COMING BACK! Enjoy the booming flavor of Al Pastor Pork, Grilled Chicken, Seasoned Ground 
Beef, Marinated Portobello, and NEW Juicy Carne Asada! 
Savor your taco to Flamenco, Mariachi, Norteño rhythms and Ranchera's heartfelt lyrics. Fuel 
up for Burn night adventures. First come, First serve! 
Get here early! Last year there was a line. 

The Long Pork Lounge Bring:  Your own plate and 
utensils 

  
 

SATURDAY Quest for the blazing jumpsuit 
Fun for Everyone 

6-9pm Come explore new realms of sonic alchemy with this 3 hour set pre Effigy burn. 
Atlas's output incorporates many styles by fusing elements of world music, hip-hop, Latin, 
soul and American blues with the refined minimalism of European dance genres, ranging from 
low tempo bass to high energy dance music and everything in between! 

Vorpal Blaze Camp Bring:  A fun outfit & some 
dance moves! 

  
 

SATURDAY Rufus du Sol Cover Set with Cello 
Fun for Everyone 

6:30-7:30pm Chell will sing and play cello for an all Rufus du Sol cover set. Danceable EDM. If you want me, 
if you need me, I’m yours! Daisy Camp Bring:  

  
 

SATURDAY Cosmic Lounge Variety Show 
Fun for Everyone 

7pm Join us for an unforgettable evening of entertainment hosted by the dynamic duo, Crackerjack 
and Sheck! Get ready to be entertained by your fellow burners, you never know what you will 
find at the Variety Show. *Actual talent not required to participate. Cosmic Lounge Bring:  Enthusiasm 

  
 



SATURDAY Tasteful Noodz Social! 
Fun for Everyone 

7-8pm Join us at Slacker Camp and fuel up for the wonderous night ahead with some tasteful ramen 
noodz! Come hang out and slack off with us for a while, or get ur noodz to go. We hope this 
meal made with love carries you through your Saturday evening adventures and beyond! <3 
First come, first serve! V+/VEG/GF friendly, spicy optional. 

Slacker Camp 
Bring:  A cup/bowl/utensils 

  
 

SATURDAY Picklebacks, Beetbacks and Tunes at Daisy Camp 
Adult Only  

8pm - 2am Drop by Daisy Camp for some great tunes and spirits. Try a pickleback with whiskey chased by 
the pickle juice of your choice from our many offerings. Or try a beetback with beet juice and a 
shot of vodka! You must be 21+ to drink at the bar, so show us those sexy adult wristbands! 
The bar will be open at 8:00 on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. Our very own DJ JEM 
(Dammit Janet) will be spinning fresh tracks every night. And look for our other events in the 
guide! 

Daisy Camp 

Bring:  Good vibes 
  

 
SATURDAY DJ KASPR’s Light Synced Music Performances 

Mature  
After the Burn Zookeeper KASPR makes his first appearance at POrtalBurn. If you haven’t already seen his 

performances, you’re in for a WILD treat. KASPR brings not just a finely crafted electronic 
music performance, but most importantly, a live-light-synced show performance to make a 
deeply cinematic experience. The performances will keep you in awe for hours with hundreds 
of hours of rehearsal shining through. Come as a friendly burner, and leave as a friendly ghost. 

Camp Zoo Bring: Ears to hear kool 
music, eyes to see kool lights 

  
 

SATURDAY Dune Beats & Eastern Treats (Dance Party) 
Fun for Everyone 

After the Burn Get ready to shake your bunny tails to an eclectic mix of blended sounds with DJ Wandering 
Dru as your musical guide for the night. Expect an energetic, sonic journey with sounds from: 
 
- Dreamy Electro Breakbeat 
- Jazzy, Balkan-klezmer beats, and Eastern/Arabian grooves blended with House Music 
- Old-school '90s EDM 
 
As a wise wandering wizard once said, "Forget the rules, forget the genres, come and dance." 

Vorpal Blaze Camp Bring:  Good vibrations, sassy 
aspirations and a comfy pair 
of shoes 

  
 

SATURDAY Party Like It’s 1999: New Year’s Eve Y2K! 
Fun for Everyone 

After the Burn All that and a bag of chips! That’s the vibe down at Daisy Camp for our NYE 1999 party after 
the effigy burn! DJ JEM is gonna raise the roof with the best jams of the 90s: pop, dance, hip-
hop and more! The bar is da bomb with our world-renowned picklebacks and beetbacks (21+ 
with wristband)! Who knows what will happen at midnight when Y2K is 
finally here?? All I gotta say is... WHOOMP, there it is!! 

Daisy Camp 
Bring:  A cup *VIP entry with 
your Blockbuster card!* 
(don’t forget your beeper!) 

  
 

SATURDAY Professor Willie’s 1960s Retro Liquid Light Show 
Mature  

After the Burn Professor Willie’s 1960s liquid light show is similar to the backdrops used by ‘60s psychedelic 
bands. Liquid light shows were an integral part of the ‘60s psychedelic music scene. Professor 
Willie’s multimedia event includes projected slides, videos, laser patterns, and most 
importantly, organic and orgasmic patterns produced using liquid dyes and colored oils. Tune 
in and turn on to the psychedelic imagery and music of the ‘60s! 

Professor Willie's 
Theme Camp 

Bring:  
  

 
SATURDAY DANGLER FEVERRRRRR!! 

Mature  
10pm - Sunrise DJ set: Same energy as last year, bumpin' marathon set from dangler! 

Playing a shitload of new songs to fluff your tails! Awwww yeah! Cosmic Lounge Bring:  It ALL! 
  

 
SATURDAY Snack-Lax-Chill 

Mature  
10:30pm - 3am Take a break from your nighttime wanderings at this chill sensory oasis. Stop by and enjoy an 

inviting space featuring relaxing projections and psychedelic videos, musical soundscapes, 
comfy seating, and snacks. Would U Rather Bring:  

  

 



SUNDAY Hot-To-Go Dogs 
Mature  

Midnight-1am 
Midnight glizzies and Chappell Roan Power Hour, like grand pappy Abe would have wanted it. The Gettysburg 

Undress 
Bring:  A plate or a hand to 
hold your glizzy 

   

SUNDAY Coffee and Contemplation 
Fun for Everyone 

7am-12pm 
Come visit and enjoy some fresh french press coffee, and perhaps some contemplative 
dialogue. Camp Coffee and 

Contemplation Bring:  Cup 

   

SUNDAY Breakfast - Eggs, Bacon, and More! 
Mature  

9am Enjoy a hot and tasty breakfast! We're serving up coffee, eggs, bacon, pancakes, and other 
delicious items - while supplies last! Would U Rather Bring:  Plate and Cup 

   

SUNDAY Meditation - Sympathetic Joy 
Mature  

9am Join us for a 15-minute guided meditation session, designed to cultivate sympathetic joy. In 
this practice, we will focus on experiencing and sharing happiness for the success and well-
being of others. This brief yet powerful meditation will help open your heart, fostering a sense 
of connectedness and positivity. All levels of experience are welcome. Meditation will start, 
promptly, at 10 minutes past the hour at which the door to the sanctuary will be closed. 

Camp Quiet Interlude 
-  

Lotus Sanctuary Tent 
Bring:  Open heart and mind 

   

SUNDAY Bubbles and Bougie Mac & Cheese for Breakfast! 
Adult Only  

9-11am 
Our usual morning-time prosecco and bubble ritual, but with the addition of bougie mac and 
cheese. Wear your finest attire and most pretentious affectation. Camp Bubbles for 

Breakfast 
Bring:  drinking and eating 
vessels, utensils, ID 

   

SUNDAY Apocalypse Bead Feats World Tour II 
Fun for Everyone 

10am - Noon The Tellers from the Bank of the Apocalypse will perform a World Tour where we visit each ATM 
machine, restock beads, run challenges, and otherwise celebrate/mourn the Apocalypse(s). 
The World Tour will be a slow and easily distracted parade looking for ATMs and feats to bead. 
Will play selections from the BofA rock opera at each ATM location. 

Start at Bank of the 
Apocalypse 

Bring:  Investment Tin 

   

SUNDAY Va Va Vanilla 
Adult Only  

11am In this demonstration we discuss how to keep sexy in your sex--and leaning in on sensual play 
to heighten intimacy through sensation. With an open mind to experiment you can build in 
activities to heighten and increase pleasure on your vanilla nights. After all...Just because it's 
vanilla doesn't mean it can't taste good!  

Everything Butt the 
Kitchen Sink 

Bring:  Themselves and an 
open mind 

   

SUNDAY Bloody Marys 
Adult Only  

11am - 1pm 

Join us for Bloody Marys! H.O.L.E. 
in RV Camping 

Bring:  Your hangover (if 
applicable), your stories from 
the weekend and a cup 

   

SUNDAY HOLE Foods: Donuts 
Fun for Everyone 

11am - 1pm 
A variety of donuts for your mouth hole. H.O.L.E. 

in RV Camping 
Bring:  Your mouth hole 

   



SUNDAY Sunday Brunch Fun for Everyone 
(appropriate for all age 

levels) 11am - Gone The early bird catches the worm, but the late birds get a totally bitchin’ brunch ;) Come cure 
your hangover and enjoy some high quality noms, mimosas, and vibes. Omni, vegan, GF and 

non-alcoholic options will be available <3  Circle Jerks Bring: 
   

SUNDAY Henna-palooza: Faces, Palms, and Body Parts, Oh My! 
Fun for Everyone 

Noon - 1pm Dive into the ancient art of henna with us! Let our artist-in-training, Lika/Octopus, adorn your 
face, arms, and body with intricate designs and playful patterns. Enjoy painting each other and 
embrace your inner funk as you flaunt your temporary tattoos around Playa, lasting up to a 
week. Get ready for some fun explanations all weekend long! 

Tea & Trepidation  
(Burrow if it rains) 

Bring:  Uncovered body parts 

   

SUNDAY Tea Party 
Fun for Everyone 

Noon - 1:30pm Come in your tea party finery and sip delicious tea while snacking on tasty treats. Do you have 
some needlepoint or knitting you are working on? Bring it with you and relax in our shady 
parlor. Poppins Parlor 

Bring:  A fancy teacup if you 
have one 

   

SUNDAY Professor Willie’s Cock-cophony Pendulum 
Mature  

Noon - 10pm 
Set the phallic pendulum in motion and produce a cacophony of noise! Come by during the 
afternoon hours and give Professor Willie’s phallic pendulum a gentle push! Professor Willie's 

Theme Camp 
Bring:  

   

SUNDAY POrtal PRIDE PARADE 
Fun for Everyone 

1-2pm Calling all queers and allies of all ages - Meet up with Queeropolys folx at the Burrow and let 
your rainbow flags fly! Dress to strut your stuff and bring an instrument/noise maker to get 
loud. We will parade throughout POrtalBurn so everyone knows: Queer Burners are loud, 
proud, and BEAUTIFUL! Also smart and hottttt. Afterwards, join us back at the Burrow for 
QUEER POWER HOUR! 

Starts at The Burrow Bring:  PROUD 'fits, Loud 
voices, Instruments, Signs 

   

SUNDAY POP This! 
Mature  

1-3pm Introducing "POP This!!" Dive into a vibrant celebration of Pink, Champagne, and Pop Music 
Sunday from 1-3PM at The Long Pork Lounge. Enjoy bubbly champagne, mimosas, bellinis, 
savory bacon, and delectable pink cupcakes. Dance to a mix of pop hits spanning the 80s, 
90s, and 00s. We encourage you to wear pink attire and join us for an afternoon of laughter 
and lively music. Let's turn The Long Pork Lounge into a lively pink paradise!  
🐖 🎶🍾  

The Long Pork Lounge 
Bring:  Pink attire and your 
own cup 

   

SUNDAY Booty Pageant 
Adult Only  

2-3pm It’s the return of the legendary Booty Pageant. Contestants are hand-selected and bestowed 
with a Golden Ticket. Our panel of totally fair and unbribable judges* will select the 
winner and runners-up. If you think you've got what it takes to win, come to Booty 
Camp before Sunday and show us you deserve a Golden Ticket. 
*Bribing of the judges is highly likely and secretly encouraged. 

Cosmic Lounge Bring:  Maybe a chair 

   

SUNDAY Pride Power Hour 
Fun for Everyone 

2-3pm 
After the Pride March join the gays and ghouls chilling at the burrow to some cunty bops. 

The Burrow Bring:  Your boogie 

   

SUNDAY Snake Wrestling 
Adult Only  

2-3pm 
Throw down the way your ancient reptilian ancestors did. No arms, no legs, ALL TORSO. Come 
by for a bit of friendly armless grappling (and leg wrestling if you don’t want to go full snake.) A Reptile Dysfunction 

Bring:  A mouth guard if you 
want! Snakes don’t have 
arms but they do have teeth. 

   



SUNDAY Adult Coloring and Art Session 
Mature  

2-4pm 

Come and color, draw or create art. Adult subject matter encouraged 
Camp Neurodiversion 

Bring:  Coloring books and 
crayons/colored pencils/markers 
provided 

   

SUNDAY Edge play - Fire, Knives, Electro & more! 
Adult Only  

2-4pm Bring your salacious selves to witness the edgier sides of kink! Fire-fleshing, 
electricity, knife play and more. This event will be more exhibition than lesson, 
but we will discuss safety surrounding these practices. Fox & Stocks 

Bring: Something to sit on & an open 
mind 

   

SUNDAY Fairy Crowns 
Adult Only  

2-4pm Have cannabis-infused potato crowns served to you by a fairy ~ While supplies 
last Quiet Interlude Bring: Bowl/Plate/Fork 

   

SUNDAY Kisspresso 
Fun for Everyone 

2-4pm Turns out we have been drinking coffee wrong....all these years! Want to learn the 
science of ingesting caffeine? Then visit kisspresso. It’s all science based. Please 
don't cheapen it by calling it a kissing booth. This is learning, this is kisspresso. Near the Burrow Bring:  

   

SUNDAY Percussion Party!!!! 
Fun for Everyone 

3-4pm Do you like drum circles? Do you like making organic boots and cats? Do you 
have some pent-up energy left over from Saturday night and looking for a spot to 
shake it DOWN?? If so roll up to the Burrow and we’ll drum up some 
camaraderie/cacophony. Lemon will provide a couple of percussion things but if 
you have a drum or any type of percussion instrument please bring it! Dancers 
are also VERY welcome!!! PERCUSSION PARTY!!!!! 

The Burrow 
Bring:  Drums/Percussion 
Instruments/Your dancing feet!!! 

   

SUNDAY Classy Alley Cat Party! Classy Snacks, Real Tails & Mocktails 
Fun for Everyone 

3-5pm The Classiest Alley in town will feed you classy snacky and drinks. BYO boozey if 
you want to add it to our classy mocktails. Come be a classy cat. Classy Alley Bring:  Cup, plate, spork, cat ears, tails 

   

SUNDAY Portal Kirtan - Chant Devotionals to Our Burn Makers (and friends) 
Fun for Everyone 

5-6pm How about some devotion and love for the gods and goddesses amongst us. 
We'll do a chant celebrating our portal people and ourselves.  The Burrow Bring: 

   

SUNDAY Souper Sunday 
Fun for Everyone 

5-8pm Experience the warmth of "Souper Sunday" at The Long Pork Lounge! Join us 
Sunday night for "Momma Mia Zuppa," Our camp's signature dish. A hearty Italian 
sausage soup with, hand crushed tomatoes, herbs, beans, and spinach. Noodz 
upon request. As dusk falls and the soup warms your soul, enjoy a glass of red 
wine and the enchanting melodies of Italiano classics. Let the aroma and sounds 
transport you to an Italian grandmother's kitchen in South Philly on a Sunday. 
Mangia! Mangia! 🇮🇹🍲🤌🏻 

The Long Pork Lounge Bring:  A bowl and utensils 

   

SUNDAY Disney Party 
Fun for Everyone 

6:30-8:30pm Whether you have kids, it’s your guilty pleasure, or you’re open and honest about 
your Disney obsession, boy do we have the event for you. Camp Zoo brings a 
Disney themed singalong event (that you definitely know the words to, Kyle, stop 
lying to your girlfriend), so get ready to belt your lungs out. Can’t wait to be king? 
Hakuna Matata, neither can we, let’s sing. 

Camp Zoo Bring: Singing voice and dancing shoes 

   



SUNDAY Snack-Lax-Chill 
Mature  

8pm - 2am Take a break from your nighttime wanderings at this chill sensory oasis. Stop by 
and enjoy an inviting space featuring relaxing projections and psychedelic 
videos, musical soundscapes, comfy seating, and snacks. Would U Rather Bring:  

   

SUNDAY Fox & Stocks Play Party 
Adult Only  

After Temple Burn A kinky play party in a monitored dungeon! Just like all your adult fun at home, 
but with more furniture. Bring your kink toys (or try ours!), but players MUST be 
sober enough to give & discuss consent. Come get your freak on! Fox & Stocks 

Bring: Your freak, your play partner, and 
your toybag 

   

SUNDAY Sunday Scaries with DAMMIT JANET! 
Fun for Everyone 

10pm-Midnight Get ready for Sunday Scaries, where DJ JEM spins the best tunes this side of the 
galaxy to appease the gods, spirits, aliens, and fae. Let the sonic magic and 
extraterrestrial allure transport you away from the return to the default world, as 
we revel in a night of escapism and galactic fascination! 

The Burrow 
Bring:  A tinfoil hat to ward off any alien 
mind-reading attempts. 

   

SUNDAY Midnight Miso 
Fun for Everyone 

11pm-1am 
Emotional temple burn? Get some comforting miso soup for the soul. Camp Bubbles for 

Breakfast 
Bring:  Bowl 

 



Logistics..………………………………….
Date & Location 
Thursday, July 25th at 3pm through Monday, July 29th at 12pm (noon), at Hummingbird Hill in Almond, NY. 

Gate Hours 
New arrivals are permitted entry during Gate hours: 

• Thursday: 3pm through midnight

• Friday: 9am through midnight

• Saturday: 9am through 6pm

• Sunday: Gate is closed to new arrivals

• Monday: Gate is closed
Departure and re-entry are limited to emergencies. Traffic is not allowed in or out of the event site during the Saturday and Sunday
night burns; you may leave only after the burn is deemed 'safe' by our Fire Team.

Exodus 
We love you, but it's time to go home! All participants must be completely packed and offsite by noon on Monday, no exceptions. 
This includes a final MOOP sweep of your campsite. Dump all ashes at the main burn pad and please return any unused firewood to 
the pile. Pay attention to road signs indicating the direction of travel for vehicles and drive slowly (5mph max) when on the property. 
Don't forget to check the Lost and Found located at Gate on your way out. We are not responsible for anything you leave behind. 
Volunteers will be available to help with any questions and to help make everything move smoothly.   

Early Arrival 
You may only arrive prior to 3pm on Thursday if you have prior approval. If you do not have prior approval, do not arrive before 3pm 
on Thursday. Early arrival will be permitted for authorized individuals critical to making the event happen. This includes, but is not 
limited to BOD Members, Leads, Art Grant recipients, and Temple/Effigy Builders. Early entry requests are closed. Do not arrive 
early unless you have received approval for early entry.  

Tickets 
Tickets must be purchased in advance. Do not show up without a valid ticket - you will not be allowed entry. Tickets must be in your 
name - any transfers must be completed online before the event. A government-issued ID must match the gate list and name on 
your ticket. You do not need to print your ticket, we will use digital check-in at the gate.  

Minors 
POrtalBurn is a family event that welcomes participants of all ages. However, we do have a "Red Light" district, and children under 
18 are prohibited in this area. Please be aware that nudity is allowed throughout the event, in all locations. Some art may be 
sexually explicit in nature. Children 12 and under do not require a ticket. Minors 13 to 17 require a ticket. Attendees under 18 will be 
provided an ORANGE minor’s wristband. Attendees under 18 must be accompanied by an adult at all times. All parents and 
guardians are required to register each minor in their care at the Gate and should write their name(s) on the wristbands of minors in 
their care. Failing to adequately supervise minors in your care is a quick ticket out of POrtalBurn. You may be immediately ejected 
without exception or recourse. 

Adults 
Adults 18 to 20 are permitted throughout the event, including the "Red Light" district. They will be issued a BLUE underage 
wristband and are prohibited from drinking alcohol. Adults 21+ are permitted throughout the event, including the "Red Light" district 
and will be issued a MULTI-COLORED 21+ wristband. 

Pets 
Pets are not allowed. Service Dogs as defined by the ADA are the only animals permitted. Emotional Support Animals and Therapy 
Animals are not Service Dogs and are not permitted at POrtalBurn. 

On-Site Parking 
All RV and camper placement must be pre-approved and have the appropriate parking pass. If you do not have an RV pass, your 
RV will not fit on site and the vehicle will be denied entry to POrtalBurn. DO NOT bring an RV if you do not have an RV pass – 
passes WILL NOT be available at the Gate. Onsite car camping is on a first come, first served basis. If you do not have pre-
approved on-site parking, you must park your vehicle in one of the main event parking lots. Do not bring an on-site vehicle (camper, 
van, RV, etc.) without prior approval. Do not plan to sleep in your vehicle in the parking lot. 



 
 

Unloading & Parking 
Primary parking is on-site, in one of two designated parking lots. Weather dependent, you may be allowed to drive into parts of the 
event site to unload and then return your vehicle to the parking area. If you arrive after dark, please use flashlights or headlamps 
while walking back to the event site. When you arrive, Parking volunteers will guide you. Most open camping does not have direct 
vehicle access, depending on where you decide to camp, you may have to 'walk in' from the closest load/unload zone. There are 
wagons available to help make it easier but we encourage you to bring your own as well. Most placed theme camps will have 
vehicle access for loading and unloading. Parking volunteers will manage the number of vehicles permitted in the theme camp 
space at any given time. Once unloaded, theme camp vehicles must be moved out of the event space to the primary parking area, 
unless they have been granted permission by our Placement or Parking Lead to park onsite. 
 

Camping 
There are designated areas for theme camps, open camping, and 'quieter' space. Please be aware no location is silent – ear plugs 
are recommended if you need a very quiet space. Refer to the site map for designated locations. Burners are typically "glampers". 
Set up whatever it is you like, but the bigger the structures, the more challenging it may be to find adequate space. We encourage 
you to light up your camp. Flashy lights, laser strobes…be as extra as you like! Illuminating pathways invites participation! 
 

Volunteering 
Every person that attends POrtalBurn is a participant. POrtalBurn is a volunteer driven event - there are zero paid staff. We as a 
community work together to make POrtalBurn happen. Once on-site, you can visit The Information Tent (TIT) to see the volunteer 
schedule and sign up for open shifts. 
 

Water 
Bring your own potable water for camp needs, personal consumption and any dishwishing/laundry needs. Water will not be available 
on site other than in the showers (and the showers are strictly for washing Burners, nothing else). 
 

Ice 
Ice is the only thing sold at POrtalBurn. It is available on-site starting Thursday afternoon, through most of the weekend. The freezer 
near the lodge will be stocked with bags. Recommended minimum donation is $4 per bag. Any extra proceeds will benefit 
POrtalBurn Art Grants for 2025! There is NO RE-ENTRY, so please DO NOT LEAVE TO BUY ICE! 
 

Showers 
There will be a communal co-ed shower shelter (no walls) in a central area, using potable water provided by our hosts. In keeping 
with POrtalBurn tradition, it will be cold! You are welcome to set up your own shower system near your camp but please be mindful 
of runoff and how it may affect the environment (and others!). Soaps and shampoos MUST be environmentally friendly, 
biodegradable, and non-toxic. Do not leave your shower supplies behind as a 'gift' – that’s not a gift, it’s just gross. Please be 
considerate – the showers are not for dish washing or drinking. Wash yourself, wash a friend (with consent) but please don’t wash 
anything other than Burners in the shower area.    
 

Pond Rules 
The site has a pond.  Don’t forget your floaties. You may swim in it AT YOUR OWN RISK! ALL CHILDREN MUST BE 
ACCOMPANIED BY A SOBER ADULT. NO SWIMMING AFTER DARK. Failure to follow these rules will be grounds for immediate 
removal.   
 

Trash 
This is a 100% LNT (Leave No Trace) event. You are responsible for every piece of trash you generate. It is our Civic Responsibility 
to ensure our event does not negatively impact the community around us. DO NOT dump your trash at local businesses, it 
jeopardizes the future of our event. Have a 'camp trash plan'. Discard product packaging prior to arrival. Bring trash bags and your 
own portable ashtray. Embrace reusable supplies. Burn your burnables. Avoid glass containers. Collect your recycling. Keep trash 
and food in your camp covered and closed to avoid attracting wildlife. LNT means ‘pack it in, pack it out’. 
 

Fire Safety 
You can have a burn barrel or elevated fire pit. All fire pits, flame effects, fire circles, and propane/gas powered flames will be 
checked by our Fire Team. If there are any safety concerns, you must address them. Campfires must be at your campsite, raised off 
the ground, in a contained barrel or elevated fire pit, and monitored at all times. Do not leave fire unattended. Camps with fire must 
have a fire extinguisher (5 pounds, ABC type) or a filled 5-gallon water bucket readily available. DO NOT bring outside firewood. 
This region is highly sensitive to the Emerald Ash Borer (an invasive species that is tightly monitored). Wood from outside the 
immediate area is prohibited. As part of your ticket price, POrtalBurn provides locally obtained wood for burns, camp burn barrels, 
and fire pits. There will be a designated ash dump at the main burn pad. When you leave, dispose of any ashes from your burn 
barrel or fire pit responsibly. Do not discard any ashes or embers anyplace other than the designated ash dump. 
 



Sound 
Camps with amplified sound must have prior approval by the Sound Lead and Theme Camp/Placement Lead.  Prior to arrival on-
site Sound Sponsors will be provided with instructions on the direction/position of their speakers. Your system is to be set up 
according to these specifications and you will be required to adjust their position if it does not match. If you have any concerns once 
on-site, they can be raised with the Sound Lead. Beginning at 2:00am through 10:00am, all sound at POrtalBurn events shall be at, 

or below, 75 decibels when measured at a distance of 50’ from the source of the sound. Even if you are within the decibel range, 
you may still be asked to turn down your sound if a situation warrants it. Sound carries in unpredictable ways, so on-site judgment 
calls may happen. The POrtalBurn Sound Policy may be updated as the event unfolds, or as deemed necessary. Sound camps will 
be informed if changes arise, and expected to comply. (Failure to do so may result in the camp losing sound privileges for the 
remainder of the event, and possibly future events. Don't be that person. We want your sound!) 

Quiet Camping 
The use of loud musical instruments (horns, drums, etc.) or any other disruptive sound generation is not permitted between 10:00pm 
and 10:00am in the area designated as Quiet Camping. No generators are allowed in this area at all.   

Nudity 
Nudity is allowed within the event space only. Nudity is not allowed at the Gate, entrance road, parking area, or any area visible to 
the general public. 

Laws 
All New York State laws, including those regarding drugs and alcohol, apply. Upstate New York POrtalBurn Arts, Inc. (UNYPA) does 
not condone ANY illegal activity. While we are creating a temporary community with its own rules, this community coexists within an 
area of real laws. 

Pictures, Film, and Video 
Participants understand they may be photographed at POrtalBurn only after giving consent. Consent must be obtained for all 
photography, film, or video at the event. Any person identifiable in an image or video must express consent to be photographed or 
filmed, and photographers must destroy any image or video at the subject's request, even if prior consent had been granted. It is 
prohibited to take photos or videos of a camp or person if there is a 'No Photos' sign posted, or a 'No Photos' policy has been 
announced. Participants understand and accept that no use other than personal use of images, film, or video obtained at the event 
may be made without prior written permission from Upstate New York POrtalBurn Arts, Inc (UNYPA) and the written permission of 
any persons identifiable in the images, film or video. 

Accessibility 
We welcome all participants but cannot assure accessibility to all areas of the venue. The terrain is a large hilly field with no paved 
roads. The main theme camp field and RV space is flat and accessible (weather permitting). There are some established paths 
through the woods but most are fairly rugged with inclines. Open camping may consist of walk-in camping in the wooded areas. We 
will have at least one wheelchair-accessible porta potty and will do our very best to accommodate needs. 

Rangers 
Rangers are helpful, clear-headed participants and non-confrontational volunteer mediators. They are not cops and not your mom, 
just good people to find if you need help! You can spot them in their super swanky khaki clothing. Radios will be available at Blue 
Light Poles and the TIT (The Information Tent) to call a Ranger if needed. 

First Aid
Participants are expected to be self-reliant. Bring any and all supplies you might need (medication, first aid supplies, sunscreen, 

etc.). There will be a limited supply of self-service first aid supplies at the medical tent.  EMTs will be on site and available to assist in 

the event of a medical emergency. The nearest hospital is St. James Hospital, 7329 Seneca Road North Hornell, NY 14843. 

Waivers 
You are responsible for your own health, safety, and well-being at all times before, during, and after the event.

My use of a ticket or other entry credential for entry to the Event signifies my binding agreement to the Terms and 
Conditions in effect at the time of my entry to the Event.

The current POrtalBurn waiver can be accessed at portalburn.org/pages/waiver.pdf 



Principles…………………………..…………… 

 
Radical Inclusion 
Anyone may be a part of Burning Man. We welcome and respect the stranger. No prerequisites 
exist for participation in our community. 
 

Gifting 
Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift giving. The value of a gift is unconditional. Gifting does 
not contemplate a return or an exchange for something of equal value. 
 

Decommodification 
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create social environments that 
are unmediated by commercial sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. We stand ready to 
protect our culture from such exploitation. We resist the substitution of consumption for 
participatory experience. 
 

Radical Self-Reliance 
Burning Man encourages the individual to discover, exercise and rely on their inner resources. 
 

Radical Self-Expression 
Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual. No one other than the 
individual or a collaborating group can determine its content. It is offered as a gift to others. In 
this spirit, the giver should respect the rights and liberties of the recipient. 
 

Communal Effort 
Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration. We strive to produce, promote 
and protect social networks, public spaces, works of art, and methods of communication that 
support such interaction. 
 

Civic Responsibility 
We value civil society. Community members who organize events should assume responsibility 
for public welfare and endeavor to communicate civic responsibilities to participants. They must 
also assume responsibility for conducting events in accordance with local, state and federal 
laws. 
 

Leaving No Trace 
Our community respects the environment. We are committed to leaving no physical trace of our 
activities wherever we gather. We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever possible, to 
leave such places in a better state than when we found them. 
 

Participation 
Our community is committed to a radically participatory ethic. We believe that transformative 
change, whether in the individual or in society, can occur only through the medium of deeply 
personal participation. We achieve being through doing. Everyone is invited to work. Everyone 
is invited to play. We make the world real through actions that open the heart. 
 

Immediacy 
Immediate experience is, in many ways, the most important touchstone of value in our culture. 
We seek to overcome barriers that stand between us and a recognition of our inner selves, the 
reality of those around us, participation in society, and contact with a natural world exceeding 
human powers. No idea can substitute for this experience. 
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